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Preface 

This dissertation is named “CFD Study on the Interaction between Water Sprays and Longitudinal Ventilation in 

Tunnel Fires”. The study has been conducted simulating the different tunnel fires scenario in the Fire Dynamics 

Simulator software. The current dissertation has been written as a requirement to obtain the academic degree of 

Master of Science in Fire Safety Engineering at the Ghent University, during the academic year 2017 - 2018. 

This dissertation provides predictive experimental results that will be obtained in a medium-scale set-up at Wuhan 

University in China. The experiments, however, were not carried out when the dissertation was written; therefore, 

with my supervisor Dr. Tarek Beji, it was decided to carry out “Blind Simulations”. 

I would like to thank my supervisor Dr. Tarek Beji for his excellent guidance and support during this process. I would 

also like to thank my teacher Prof. dr. ir. Bart Merci who was always available to assist and support. 

To my family, who were the main support during these two-years of studying abroad, and as we all know, sometimes 

life gives you challenges that without your family´s support, you will not be able to handle. To the special people 

who went along with me in Ghent, they were a light when it was dark. Finally, to everyone who have contributed 

with a grain of sand in this immense desert called life.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Research is what I am doing when I do not know what I am doing”  
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Abstract 

The current master dissertation has been submitted in order to obtain the academic degree of Master of Science 

in Fire Safety Engineering, and it corresponds to the CFD Study on the Interaction between Water Sprays and 

Longitudinal Ventilation in Tunnel Fires. 

The current dissertation has been conducted in order to study and analyze the interaction of the water spray 

produced by the water mist system and the smoke layer in tunnel fires where the longitudinal ventilation is operating. 

The study has been carried out through several computational simulations in the CFD package denominated “Fire 

Dynamics Simulator”, following the technical features of facility built at Wuhan University. Different scenarios and 

system configurations were performed following the indications of Wuhan University in order to compare the impact 

of the droplet diameter, the flow rate and the injection pressure in the flow interaction. Besides, the longitudinal 

ventilation has been performed in order to obtain the backlayering phenomena for the fire scenarios. The sensitivity 

analysis has been executed in the nozzles simulations in order to obtain the mesh cell size and the number of water 

droplets. 

As a result, it is possible to argue that the interaction of the water spray in to the smoke layer with the longitudinal 

ventilation, resulting from the analysis in the smoke layer height, smoke temperature, velocity field, water flux 

distribution and heat was absorbed by water droplets. 

Keywords: Watermist, Tunnel, Fires, Smoke, Longitudinal, Ventilation, Interaction, FDS, droplets, CFD. 

  



  

 
 

Extended Abstract 

The present dissertation illustrates the study on the interaction between the water sprays and longitudinal ventilation 

in tunnel fires. The physics of the fire tunnels demonstrates that the fire, the heat release rate and the smoke 

dynamics can be influenced by many factors such as the type of fuel, the ventilation and the active fire protection 

system, to name a few. It is relevant to understand that all these factors influence, at the same time, the smoke 

layer stratified in the tunnel ceiling produced by the fire; therefore, it is also important to consider the smoke 

dynamics inside of the tunnel in case of fire. The longitudinal ventilation, on the other hand, has been an alternative 

to active fire protection in case of fire in tunnels, which is based on the smoke control. The longitudinal ventilation 

is one of the several configurations to control the smoke in a fire tunnel and consist in pushing the smoke through 

the addition of fresh air. This fresh air will push the smoke into the opposite direction, and consequently, the smoke 

will escape across the opposite tunnel portal. 

In order to assess and fulfil the aim of this dissertation, the current research is based on the information related to 

the tunnel facility as well as the test set-ups that will be conducted by the Wuhan University in China. This university 

have been carrying out different real mid-scale tunnel tests which have given rise to relevant information such as 

the interaction of the water spray with the longitudinal ventilation conditions in a tunnel fire. But this interaction has 

not been tested yet. For the other mid-scale tunnel tests, they have used a tunnel facility built on concrete, 30m 

long, 2.2m height and 3m width. Moreover, in the middle of the tunnel, they have placed a pool fire represented by 

a Methanol pan of 0.82m long and 0.61m wide (0.5 m2). The heat release rate considered corresponds to 384.1 

kW. In the tunnel facility, an adjustable water nozzles system is available which has allowed to test different water 

spray nozzles conditions related with the pressure level and water flow. The nozzles arrangement has been placed 

in each side of the fire and they comprise 15 nozzles each. The water flow and the pressure which has been used 

in the system corresponds to 0.92 Lpm @ 0.5 MPa, 0.97 Lpm @ 0.7 MPa and 1.055 Lpm @ 0.9 MPa. The velocity 

of the air blowing into the tunnel to produce the backlayering phenomena corresponds to 1.368 m/s. This conditions 

related to the test set-ups mentioned previously, however, have not been carried out yet by the Wuhan University; 

therefore, this dissertation will have the characteristic of “Blind Simulations” or “Blind Study”, since the simulations 

will represent the conditions of the mid-scale test tunnel, but they are not going to be comparable to the real test at 

the mid-scale tunnel yet. 

The completely numerical set up for this scenarios has been configured, including the mesh and the cell size. The 

modelling time for the fire was computed in the FDS and the steady state condition is reached after the 25 seconds. 

The temperature developed at the centreline present a normal shape with a maximum temperature (1400ºC) close 

to the fuel surface, and then an exponential decrement until reaching the tunnel ceiling (330ºC). The temperature 

profile across the tunnel shows that the hot gases layer has a width of 0.7m with a maximum temperature of 115ºC 

approx. The velocity profile shows that the fire has a parabolic distribution with a maximum velocity of 5.5m/s, while 

the ceiling jet has a maximum velocity of 1.8 m/s. After 20 seconds of the begging of the fire, the smoke layer height 

stays constant at 1.5m. 



  

 
 

In order to configure as similar to reality as possible, four arrangements were tested. One of them was the air inlet 

velocity, inlet volume flux and the inlet mass flux which configured; they did not show an enough momentum to 

push back the smoke into the opposite portal. On the other hand, the high dynamic pressure showed an enough 

momentum to push back the smoke in to the opposite tunnel portal, and therefore, generate a smoke free place in 

the tunnel (left side of the fire). In the longitudinal ventilation configuration, the value of critical velocity indicated by 

the Wuhan University (1.368 m/s) has been reviewed by three different correlations. According Kunsch the critical 

velocity will correspond to 1.659 m/s. Then according Atkinson and Wu the critical velocity calculated corresponds 

to 1.074 m/s. Finally, following the NFPA 502 method, the calculated critical velocity corresponds to 0.872 m/s. 

Thus, the four values obtained were modelled and the results obtained showed that the 1.368 m/s indicated by 

Wuhan University are enough to push and generate the backlayering phenomena. The time, when there is no 

smoke at the left side of the fire, is reached after the 180 second from the beginning of the fire; therefore, at this 

moment, the values converge and it can be considered as the time of modelling. 

Next, the multi-phase simulations has been configured and carried out. The multi-phase simulations consider the 

spray nozzles, the interaction between the spray nozzle and fire, and finally, the interaction between the spray 

nozzles and the fire with ventilation. The spray nozzle simulations has been carried out in order to set and configure 

the parameters of the nozzles, therefore just one nozzle is modelled in this section. The sensitivity analysis for the 

mesh and cell size is carried out with regard to the velocity and water flux exerted by the nozzle. This resulted in 

convergence of the results between the fine and the re-fined mesh where the values are not too deviated; despite 

that, the re-fined mesh shows more accuracy. The second sensitivity analysis was performed in order to save 

computational time with the number of droplets exerted by the nozzles. As it is known, the sprinkler is simulated 

with a number of droplets closer than 5000. For the water mist system, this number is much higher; therefore, 

several numbers of droplets were simulated. Finally, the number of droplets where the values converged 

correspond to 100000 droplets, presenting a velocity variation of 0.67%, water flux variation of 1.02% and variation 

in the mass concentration of 0.11%. The simulation time considered for the nozzle operation corresponds to 8 

second, which is the time when the results start to converge. As a safety margin of 20 seconds has been considered 

a nozzle simulation time. 

Once the network nozzle configuration is finished, the fire model is coupled. In these simulations, it has been 

possible to see how the velocity of the ceiling jet produced by the fire affect and deviated the trajectory of the water 

jet exerted by the nozzles. The highest injection pressure in the system make the droplets reach a closer zone to 

the tunnel ground. The lower the injection pressure in the system is, the more dragged down the smoke layer is. 

As a global analysis, it is possible to argue that the highest pressure injection system generates a lower temperature 

in the smoke layer with a little difference in the global temperature values. The heat absorbed by the water droplets 

in the computational domain presents differences regarding to the injection pressure, where the configuration with 

the highest pressure value absorbs more heat from the tunnel than the others two configurations. In this simulation, 

the total time of modelling was 50 second, activating the nozzles 35 second after the beginning of the fire until the 

end of the simulation. 



  

 
 

As the results of the simulation and the analysis for the spray nozzles and the fire with ventilation, it is possible to 

argue that the highest injection pressure at the system show a higher interaction of the water jet and also a higher 

vertical velocity, consequently the water particles can travel larger distance through the smoke layer than the other 

two configurations. The impact on the smoke layer height depend on the injection pressure, where the medium 

pressure configured is, has better results, generating the lower drag down of the smoke layer. On the other hand, 

the configuration with the maximum injection pressure presented lower temperature in the global analysis, and also, 

the system which is absorbing more heat from the computational domain. The water pattern produced by the 

interaction between the spray nozzle and the fire with the ventilation is the most disperse; therefore, the droplets of 

these configurations are being pushed further than the others two configurations. 

The last two models contains the nozzle configurations working at 0.5 MPa, but in the first, the two external nozzles 

rows are working, and in the second, just the middle nozzle row is operating. The results obtained are strongly 

different, where the two rows operating have the best performance related with the global temperature, smoke layer 

height and heat absorbed by the droplets. It is just interesting to note that in the configuration where there are two 

nozzle row operating, the water flux at the ground is interacting; therefore, it could be an interesting topic to analyse 

in the future work. 

As a final and global remark, it is possible to say that the spray nozzle system breaks the stratification of the smoke 

layer in tunnel fires when there is not longitudinal ventilation, dragging down the smoke. In the case when the 

system is interacting with a longitudinal ventilation system, the spray nozzle system could help to reduce the 

temperature of the smoke that is being pushed in to the opposite portal. In this last case, the impact in the smoke 

layer height has not a big importance, due to the longitudinal ventilation system already dragged down and/or broke 

the smoke stratification; consequently, the spray nozzle system is helping to cool it down. 

As a future study, it could be interesting to work over how the results obtained in the present dissertation can affect 

the evacuation of the people, the ignition of solid or liquids in the not smoke free zone, and the impact that they can 

have in the firefighting operations. 
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Abbreviations and Symbols 

  

Symbol Definition Unit

Dimensionless Critical Velocity

Dimensionless Constant

Q* Dimensionless HRR

V* Dimensionless Critical Velocity

Density Incoming Air kg/m3

Specific Heat kJ/kg ºK

Temperature of the Inflow ºK

Acceleration due to Gravity m/s2

Hydraulic diameter m

Critical Velocity m/s

Froude number factor 0.606

Grade Factor

Ht Height of tunnel m

Q Heat Release Rate kW

ρ Average ambient density kg/m3

A Perpendicular area of the flow m2

Average Temperature of Gases ºK

T Temperature approach air ºK

Backlayering distance m

Proportionally Constant

u Air veloity m/s

Dynamic Pressure Pascal

H Stagnation energy per unit mass

Vorticity vector

Perturbation Pressure

Hd Hydrodynamic Pressure

Upper Temperature

Lower Temperature

Interface Height

Drag Coefficient

Particle cross-section area



  

 
 

 
 

Symbol Definition Unit

Velocity of particle

Mass of particle

Median volumetric droplet diameter

Empirical constant

Empirical constant

Elevation angle

Aximuthal angle

Atomization length

 particle velocity relative to the surrounding gas

 Gas velocity

Reynolds number of droplet

Mass of the droplet

h Coeficient of heat transfer

Coefficient of mass transfer

Radiative rate heating of the particle

Vaporization latent heat of the liquid

β Spread parameter

Volume flow rate

 Relative pressure at the nozzle 

K Orifice coefficient

D* Characteristic fire diameter

Abbreviation Definition

CFD : Computer Fluid Dynamics

FDS : Fire Dynamics Simulatior

GB : Giga Byte

H/W : Height / Width

HPC : High Performance Computing

HRR : Heat Release Rate

kW : kilo Watts

LES : Large Eddy Simulation

Lpm : Liters per minute

NFPA : National Fire Protection Association

P/A : Perimeter / Area

PDPA : Phase Doppler Particle Analysis

ppn : Processors Per Node

rpm : Revolution per minute

SEM : Synthetic Eddy Method

SFPE : Society Fire Protection Engineers

U.S. : United States

WFFFS : Water Fixed Fire Fighting System
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1 Chapter - Introduction 

As it is widely known that the smoke in tunnels causes most of the damage to the properties as well as casualties. 

Therefore, controlling the smoke in tunnels is a problem that needs to be solved. Longitudinal ventilation systems 

are commonly used in tunnels [Nie, Fang & Tang, 20171]. The smoke management strategy in a longitudinal 

ventilation system provides a safe place for firefighting and rescue in the upstream of the fire. This system may 

break the smoke stratification inside of the tunnel. If the smoke stratification is broken, the evacuation and rescue 

through the tunnel will be obscured and will have a big impact in saving lives. When the ventilation velocity is smaller 

than the required critical velocity, there will be smoke backlayering.  

The stratification of the smoke back layer would also be important for the evacuation and firefighting. Application of 

Spray-based Fixed Fire Fighting Systems (WFFFS) in tunnels has been a controversial topic for decades. One of 

the reasons is that the stratification of the smoke layer could be destroyed by WFFFS. Therefore, the fixed water 

systems installed in the tunnel could generate an impact in the smoke layer and stratification of the hot gases. 

1.1 Scope  

The scope of this dissertation will include the study of CFD simulations in the FDS package related to the interaction 

of the longitudinal ventilation and the water system in tunnels. The simulations that will be performed could be 

classified as “blind simulations”, due to the fact that there is not experimental data available at the moment when 

this dissertation was written. The current research will also include and consider the facilities and full set up of the 

mid-scale tunnel test from the Wuhan University, where the scale test will be performed. Moreover, the current 

research will be focused in the interaction between the fire suppression system (in this case water nozzles), the 

smoke layer generated in the tunnel and the longitudinal ventilation required to produce the back layering 

phenomena.  

On the other hand, the fire simulated in the CFD package will not be analysed and will be only used as a fire source. 

Moreover, all the simulations are considered to be analysed in the steady state conditions; therefore, it will be not 

considered the fire growth phase, the time of smoke traveling across the tunnel ceiling and the time when the first 

droplets of the nozzles reach the tunnel ground as well as the time required to reach the back layering phenomena 

without back layering distance. 
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1.2 Objectives 

1.2.1 General 

To study the interaction of water spray and the backlayering in tunnel fires by means of CFD simulations in order 

to investigate the effect of water spray on length and stratification of the backlayering. 

1.2.2 Specifics 

 To assess CFD capabilities to predict experimental results that will be obtained in a medium-scale set-up  

 To analyze the effect of water spray on the length and thickness of the smoke back layer using a CFD 

package, namely the Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS). 

 To conduct CFD simulations to examine a wider range of scenarios 
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2 Chapter - Background 

2.1 Physics of Fire in Tunnels 

The natural ventilation of the tunnels is not only dominated by the fire size or the tunnel slope, but also it is governed 

by the cross-sectional area, length, type of tunnel (concrete, blasted rock) and the meteorological conditions at the 

entrance of the tunnel. Moreover, tunnels work more or less as communicating vessels, and the excess of air 

available for combustion is higher than the air available in fires compartment. The influence of the ventilation on 

the combustion efficiency and heat-release rate of fires in tunnels is significantly different from that in the 

compartments [Beard & Carvel, 20112]. 

Tunnel fires are, therefore, not likely to grow to conventional ‘flashover’ due to the large heat losses from the fire to 

the surrounding walls and the lack of containment of hot fire gases. Flash-over can, for example, easily occur in a 

train compartment or a truck cabin located inside a tunnel. Moreover, the smoke layer in tunnel fires will gradually 

move further away from the fire. If the tunnel is very long, the smoke layer may move to the tunnel surface. The 

distance from the fire that this may occur depends on the fire size, the tunnel type, and the perimeter and height of 

the tunnel cross-section [2]. 

Also, when the longitudinal ventilation gradually increases, this stratified layer gradually dissolves. A back layering 

of smoke is created on the upstream side of the fire, and the degree of stratification of the smoke downstream from 

the fire is governed by the heat losses to the surrounding walls and by the turbulent mixing between the buoyant 

smoke layer and the cold layer moving in the opposite direction [2]. 

2.1.1 Fire and Heat Release Rate 

The heat release rate (HRR) in a tunnel fire depends on many factors such as the infrastructure of the tunnel, 

vehicles and their contents, and the ventilation conditions. Furthermore, it is very important the separation between 

vehicles or ‘fuel packages’ and the nature of the content of each vehicle or fuel package in relation to fire spread. 

The geometrical and spatial arrangement of the fuels within a fuel package would also be expected to significantly 

affect fire spread [2]. 

The increase in the heat-release rate and fire-growth rate due to increased velocity result in a more effective heat 

which is transferred from the flames to the fuel surface (e.g. tilted flames enhance the flame spread) So, a more 

effective transport of oxygen into the fuel bed leads to an enhancement of the mixing of oxygen and fuel [2]. 

The fire may be located under ventilated normal conditions (e.g. wooden cribs or densely packed goods). However, 

in a forced ventilation flow, the transport of oxygen to the under ventilated regions enhances the combustion rate. 

Beyond a certain air velocity, however, convective cooling can compete with the heat transfer from the flames and 

the burning rate, and thereby the heat-release rate, may be reduced.  Therefore, one could expect that the peak 
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heat-release rate can be estimated by using the heat-release rate per square metre of fuel area under well-

ventilated conditions in medium- or small-scale calorimeter tests [2]. 

2.1.2 Smoke Dynamics 

2.1.2.1 Critical Velocity  

Exposure to the products of combustion generated by vehicles travelling through a tunnel can cause discomfort 

and illness to vehicle occupants. Ventilation becomes the solution, by providing a means to dilute the contaminants 

and to provide a breathable environment for the vehicle occupants. Visibility within the tunnel will also be aided by 

the dilution effect of the ventilation air [2]. 

There are two basic types of ventilation airflow systems used in transport tunnels: longitudinal and transverse. In 

the longitudinal systems, the air moves longitudinally through the tunnel; while in the transverse systems, the air 

moves both transversely and longitudinally. This latter depends on the type of transverse system employed. 

On the one hand, the longitudinal type of ventilation, where the airflow is longitudinal through the tunnel and 

essentially moves the pollutants and/or heated gases along with the incoming fresh air, provides fresh air at the 

beginning of the tunnel or tunnel section and discharges heated or polluted air at the tunnel portal or at the end of 

the tunnel section [2]. 

 

Figure 1: Several configurations for longitudinal ventilation [2] 

On the other hand, the transverse ventilation method is created by the uniform distribution of fresh air and/or the 

uniform collection of stale air along the length of the tunnel. This airflow format is used mostly in road tunnels. The 

uniform distribution and collection of air throughout the length of a tunnel will provide a consistent level of 

temperature and pollutants throughout the tunnel. 

The typical flow field in a tunnel fire with longitudinal ventilation can be understood as the superposition of two flow 

patterns. The first one corresponds to the longitudinal ventilation from the inlet portal to the outlet; and the second 

one consists in the vertical buoyant plume of hot gases and smoke generated at the fire, which after hitting the 

ceiling; it spreads in both directions, upstream and downstream of the fire (Figure 2) [Araya, 20163]. 
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Figure 2: Left – Forced Ventilation Flow Field, Centre –Non-Ventilated Tunnel Fire, Right – Tunnel Fire Forced 

Longitudinal Ventilation [3]. 

It is important to notice that the flow is stratified, and therefore, the variations of the upper layer of hot gases face 

shear forces not only at the ceiling, but also in the interface with the fresh air.  

Moreover, the density fluctuations, the velocity components and turbulent kinetic energy at different locations are 

very distinctive in a situation where the backflow of smoke exists, establishing the flow field upstream and 

downstream of the fire.  Upstream the longitudinal velocity component, on the other hand, changes sign from the 

highest and positive values in the fresh air entrance region to lower and negative values in the upper back flow 

layer beneath the ceiling. In contrast, downstream the highest values of longitudinal velocity component correspond 

to the upper layer of hot gases. In addition, it was found that the transverse velocity component is negligible in 

comparison with longitudinal and vertical components. The latter, however, it is particularly high close to the fire. 

Regarding density fluctuations, it was found that these are considerable important close to the fire, specifically right 

above the fire and in the ceiling jet regions [3]. 

When a fire breaks out in a vehicle tunnel, the ventilation system must maintain tenable conditions along the escape 

routes and any additional access routes used by the emergency services for fire fighting and rescue operations. 

They may also be used to maintain tenable conditions in any temporary safe refuge. Evidently, the ability to fight 

an underground fire at relatively close range is assisted by the provision of forced ventilation, which improves the 

visibility of the seat of the fire from the upstream side. However, progress can be impeded if smoke moves against 

the ventilation stream due to buoyancy effects – a phenomenon known as back-layering or smoke backflow. The 

design of a ventilation system to counteract back-layering has traditionally been based on the provision of a 

minimum mean longitudinal air velocity in the traffic space – the so-called critical velocity [2]. 

The critical velocity measured by the University of Wuhan in the Mid-scale tunnel test, was performed 

experimentally using the Log-Tchebycheff method. 49 measured points (7×7) were selected for each cross section 

in the experiments. 

There are several methods to estimate and calculate the critical velocity to produce the back layering phenomena 

in a fire tunnel. One of them is the Kunsch correlation (Kunsch, 20024) which states that the critical velocity depends 

mainly on the heat release rate and the tunnel height. It has been developed by the simplified theoretical model to 

predict the critical velocity as a function of the heat release rate, proposing an equation where the tunnel height is 

expressed as the tunnel aspect ratio H/W in the following correlation. 
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 𝑈𝐶
∗ = 𝐶3 ∗ √𝐶1 ∗ ∆𝑇0

∗ ∗

√1 + (1 −
𝐶2
𝐶1
)∆𝑇0

∗ ∗ 𝑄∗
2
3

1 + ∆𝑇0
∗ ∗ 𝑄∗

2
3

∗ 𝑄∗1/3 (1) 

Where ∆𝑇0
∗ is a dimensionless constant with a value of 6.13, and C1, C2 and C3 are basically functions of the 

aspect ratio H/W. This dimensionless representation holds if there is geometric and dynamic similarity keeping the 

Froude number constant. For a tunnel with aspect ratio H/W=1 the equation is reduced to: 

 𝑈𝐶
∗ = 1.44 ∗

√1 + 3.57 ∗ 𝑄∗
2
3

1 + 6.13 ∗ 𝑄∗
2
3

∗ 𝑄∗1/3 (2) 

Where 𝑈𝐶
∗ is a dimensionless critical velocity explained in the following equation 

𝑈𝐶
∗ =

𝑈𝐶

√𝑔𝐻
 

 𝑄∗ =
𝑄

𝜌0𝐶𝑝𝑇0(𝑔 ∗ 𝐻𝐷
5)0.5

 (3) 

Q* is a dimensionless HRR given by 
𝑄

𝜌0𝐶𝑝𝑇0∗(𝑔∗𝐻𝐷
5)0.5

, 𝐻𝐷  is a tunnel hydraulic diameter given by 4P/A, A is the 

tunnel cross-sectional area, P is the tunnel perimeter, g is the acceleration due to gravity, 𝜌0 is the density of 

incoming air, 𝐶𝑝  is the specific heat of air and 𝑇0 is the temperature of the inflow. 

The Atkinson and Wu correlation (Atkinson & Wu, 19965), resulted in this research as, at low HRRs, the critical 

velocity increased with the one third power of the HRR, but, at a certain fire size, it remained constant for further 

increase in the fire size. The equations relating the critical velocity and fire size are given by the followings 

equations: 

 𝑉∗ = 0.4 ∗ (0.2)−
1
3 ∗ 𝑄∗

1
3 → 𝑄∗ < 0.2  ;  𝑉∗ = 0.4 →  𝑄∗ > 0.2 (4) 

 𝑉∗ =
𝑉

(𝑔 ∗ 𝐻𝐷
5)
0.5 (5) 

 𝑄∗ =
𝑄

𝜌0𝐶𝑝𝑇0(𝑔 ∗ 𝐻𝐷
5)0.5

 (6) 

Where V* is a dimensionless critical velocity given by 
𝑉

(𝑔𝐻𝐷)
0.5 for a horizontal tunnel, Q* is a dimensionless HRR 

given by 
𝑄

𝜌0𝐶𝑝𝑇0∗(𝑔∗𝐻𝐷
5)0.5

, 𝐻𝐷  is a tunnel hydraulic diameter given by (4P)/A, A is the tunnel cross-sectional area, 
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P is the tunnel perimeter, g is the acceleration due to gravity, 𝜌0 is the density of incoming air, 𝐶𝑝  is the specific 

heat of air and 𝑇0 is the temperature of the inflow. 

According to Annex D of NFPA 502 - Standard for Road Tunnels, Bridges, and Other Limited Access Highways, 

2014 Edition (NFPA, 20146), the Critical Velocity Calculations can be computed according to two following equation. 

 𝑉𝑐 = 𝐾1𝐾𝑔 (
𝑔𝐻𝑄

𝜌𝐶𝑝𝐴𝑇𝑓
)

1/3

;          𝑇𝑓 = (
𝑄

𝜌𝐶𝑝𝐴𝑉𝑐
) + 𝑇 (7) 

Where the 𝑉𝑐  is the critical velocity (m/s), 𝐾1 correspond to 0.606 Froude number factor Fr^-1/3, 𝐾𝑔  is the grade 

factor regarding the roadway grade. In this case it corresponds to 1, g is the acceleration of the gravity (m/s2), H is 

the height of the tunnel at the fire site (m), Q is the heat release rate (kW), ρ is the average density of the ambient 

air, 𝐶𝑝  is the specific heat of the ambient air, A is the perpendicular area of the flow (m2), 𝑇𝑓  average temperature 

of the fire site gases and T is the temperature of the approach air. 

The characteristics of the smoke spread are highly dependent on the air velocity inside the tunnel. In order to 

illustrate this, we can identify three typical ranges (groups) of air velocity presented in the Table 1 [2]. 

Table 1: Classification according ventilation 

Level of Air Speed 

Low or no forced air velocity 0 - 1 m/s 

Moderate forced air velocity 1 - 3 m/s 

High forced air velocity > 3 m/s 

In the low forced air velocity range, the stratification of the smoke is usually high in the vicinity of the fire source. 

This group normally includes tunnels with natural ventilation. The back layering distance of the smoke is relatively 

long, and in some cases, the smoke travels nearly and uniformly in both directions [2]. 

The Figure 3 illustrate the back layering phenomena according to the velocity u blowing from one portal in to the 

tunnel in the fire direction. 

 

Figure 3: Back Layering Distance [2] 
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In the image (a) presents the normal conditions of a fire inside of the tunnel. In the image (b) presents a back 

layering distance, which is dependent of the u value. The image (c) presents the decrease of the back layering 

distance according to the increase of the u velocity, while at the end (image d) the critical velocity is reached, 

therefore there is no back layering distance present [2]. 

The correlation for the back layering distance in tunnels can be obtained according to the following equation. 

 
𝐿𝑏
𝐻𝑡
∗ 𝛼 ∗ (

𝑔 ∗ 𝑄

𝜌𝑎 ∗ 𝐶𝑝 ∗ 𝑇𝑎 ∗ 𝑢3 ∗ 𝐻
)

0.3

 (8) 

Where 𝐿𝑏  is the back layering distance (m), 𝛼 is the proportionality constant, H is the tunnel height (m), Q is the 

heat-release rate (kW), 𝜌𝑎  is the ambient density (kg/m3), 𝑇𝑎  is the ambient temperature (K), u is the air velocity 

(m/s), g is the acceleration due to gravity (m/s2) and 𝐶𝑝  is the specific heat of air at constant pressure (kJ/kg K) [2]. 

The proportionality constant is found to vary between 0.6 and 2.2 for model-scale tests. Due to the large variation 

in the proportionality constant for model-scale tests and the lack of experimental data from large-scale tests, it is 

difficult to know the validity of the constant. An average value of 1.4 (based on model-scale tests) can be used until 

further large-scale data is available [2]. 

2.1.2.2 Temperature 

The temperature field is highly coupled with the dynamic field. In Figure 4 the interaction between the temperature 

field and the flow field is shown. It is clear that a very unstable stratification condition is present because of the 

closeness of the fire. A stable stratified flow, however, is reached by driving the flow upwards which accelerates 

the hot layer underneath the ceiling. [3] 

This will have an impact on the turbulence level at each region. It is important to notice that the higher values of 

temperature are located right on the fire and in the ceiling jet region. 

 

Figure 4: Interaction between temperature and flow fields [3] 

It has been found that higher temperatures are developed in single track tunnels (smaller cross section) for the 

same HRR. This is due to simple energy balance and a lower cross section area which leads to a lower cool air 
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mass flow rate, generating higher temperatures. Similarly, they found that higher ventilation velocities reduce the 

temperatures levels since cooler air is injected and higher velocities transport hot gases faster out of the tunnel. 

Thus, the typical temperature distribution shown in Figure 4 gives an idea about the heat transfer by radiation. In 

the fire region, most of the heat losses occur by radiation, and as the distance to the fire increases, convections 

dominates the heat transfer. 

2.1.2.3 Pressure 

The Bernoulli`s equation can be used to calculate the dynamic pressure produced by the velocity of the air entering 

the tunnel. This is possible due to the speed of the flow which is much lower than the sound of the speed, and 

therefore, it can be considered that the density will remain constant. Besides, the temperature of the air at the inlet 

is considered as uniform ambient temperature; therefore, the density will also remain constant due to the 

temperature. The dynamic pressure can be obtained according the following equation: 

 𝑃𝐷 =
𝜌 ∗ 𝑉2

2
 (9) 

Where PD is the dynamic pressure in Pascal, ρ is the air density in Kg/m3 and V correspond to the velocity of the 

air in m/s. 

2.1.3 Water Spray 

If it is considered a water droplet which evaporates in air and the only flow is a radial expansion flow, this is 

characterized by a radial velocity 𝑢𝑟 . Air diffuses towards the water droplet and water vapor diffuses into the 

environment. The temperature of the droplet 𝑇𝑑  is not necessary constant and/or uniform. Considering a 

conservation of mass, it shows an evaporating droplets flowing vapor radially outward with radial velocity  𝑢𝑟 . 

Therefore, it is possible to say that the loss in liquid mass per unit time flows instantaneously radially outward from 

the droplet into the gas phase [Merci, Beji, 20167].  

When the water droplet evaporates in the air or smoke, the composition of the environment differs from the 

composition of the evaporating droplet. As a consequence, the water vapor mass fraction of the droplet surface 𝑌𝑑 

decreases below 1. On the other hand, breaking down the smoke and low pressure induces a downward drag force 

onto the smoke, which causes a smoke displacement due to the water droplets. The smoke will be entrained into 

the spray due to the spray-induced momentum, therefore, this smoke will also move down. Having the spray a 

cooling effect, it is primarily intended to interact with the flames and the fire source. This downward displacement 

of smoke is a disadvantage. Indeed, smoke is hazardous with respect to life safety and smoke damage [7]. 

The model of interaction between the smoke and the water droplets is sketched in the Figure 5, and there three 

zones are distinguished. The zone I represent the smoke layer outside the water spray envelope. In this zone the 

highest average temperature is presented [7].  
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In zone II there is no smoke and the average temperature remains equal to ambient air temperature. Finally the 

zone III is occupied by smoke inside the spray envelope (Figure 5). It is important to appreciate that the model 

present assumptions and the most important are described as follows: 

The smoke layer has been considered as static smoke layer and treated as an ideal gas. The water droplets are 

spherical and the deformation collision and coalescence are ignored. The water nozzle cone is considered as a 

hollow cone and the interaction between the droplets and smoke is considered as drag force and heat [7]. 

 

Figure 5: Schematic sketch of the configuration [7] 

2.2 CFD Modelling of FDS Package 

The current section called “CFD Modelling of FDS Package”, has been taken directly from the Fire Dynamics 

Simulator Technical Reference Guide Volume 1: Mathematical Model [NIST, 20178], therefore it has to be 

considered in case to require more information about the calculation methods and mathematical modelling.  

2.2.1 Mass and Species Transport 

Since the fuel is usually a single gas species, the air as well as products are often referred as “lumped species”. A 

lumped species represents a mixture of gas species that transport together and react together, and from the point 

of view of the numerical model, a lumped species can be treated as a single species. In fact, the mass transport 

equations make no distinction between a single or lumped species. 

The right hand side represents the addition of mass from evaporating droplets or other subgrid-scale particles. They 

represent sprinkler and fuel sprays, vegetation, and any other type of small, unresolvable object. These objects are 

assumed to occupy no volume; thus, they are seen by the governing equations as point sources of mass, 

momentum, and energy. 
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2.2.2 Momentum Transport 

The moment conservation can be calculated according the following equation. 

 
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑡
− 𝑢 𝑥 𝜔 + ∇𝐻 − �̃�∇(

1

𝜌
) = (

1

𝜌
) [(𝜌 − 𝜌0) ∗ 𝑔 + 𝑓𝑏 + ∇ ∗ 𝜏] (10) 

The term 𝑓𝑏  represents the drag force exerted by the subgrid-scale particles and droplets. The viscous stress is 

represented by 𝜏, which is close to via gradient diffusion with the turbulent viscosity obtained from the Deardorff 

Eddy viscosity model. H corresponds to the stagnation energy per unit mass, 𝜔 is the vorticity vector and �̃� is the 

perturbation pressure. 

2.2.3 Combustion 

The FDS package is described as a “fire model”. It incorporates source terms and boundary conditions that describe 

the turbulent combustion of gaseous fuel and oxygen, the transport of thermal radiation through hot, soot-laden 

gases, the thermal decomposition of real materials, among other things. The combustion is introduced into the 

governing equations via the source term 𝑞′′′̇  in the energy transport equation. The FDS package uses a combustion 

model based on the mixing-limited, infinitely fast reaction of lumped species, where the lumped species are reacting 

scalar quantities that represent a mixture of species. 

2.2.4 Radiation 

The radiation is introduced into the governing equations via the source term 𝑞′′′
𝑟
̇  in the energy transport equation. 

For an infinitely-fast reaction, reactant species in a given grid cell are converted into product species at a rate 

determined by a characteristic mixing time. The heat release rate per unit volume is defined by summing the lumped 

species mass production rates times and their respective heats of formation. 

2.2.5 Large Eddy Simulation 

The equations for large-eddy simulation (LES) are derived by applying a low-pass filter, parameterized by a width 

Δ, to the transport equations for mass, momentum and energy. For the purpose of this research, it is possible to 

think that the filtered fields in the LES equations as cell means. For example, in 1D the filtered density for a cell of 

width Δ is. The filter width Δ is equivalent to the local cell size δx and it is a key parameter in the sub models for 

the turbulent viscosity and the reaction time scale discussed later. The practice of taking Δ = δx is called implicit 

filtering.  
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2.2.6 Turbulent Viscosity 

In LES, the “turbulence model” refers to the closure for SGS flux terms. In FDS, gradient diffusion is the turbulence 

model used to close both the momentum and scalar flux terms. Therefore, it is required a model for the turbulent 

transport coefficient: the turbulent (or eddy) viscosity or the turbulent (or eddy) diffusivity.  

The turbulent diffusivity is obtained by using a constant Schmidt number (for mass diffusivity) or Prandtl number 

(for thermal diffusivity). Thus, the most important transport coefficient is the turbulent viscosity. The Deardorff model 

is the default model used by the package to model the turbulence. 

 𝜇𝑡 = 𝜌 ∗ 𝐶𝑣 ∗ ∆√𝑘𝑠𝑔𝑠  ;  𝑘𝑠𝑔𝑠 =
1

2
((�̅� − �̂̿�)2 + (�̅� − �̂̿�)2) (11) 

Where �̅� is the average value of u at the grid cell centre (representing the LES filtered velocity at length scale Δ)  

and �̂̅� is a weighted average of u over the adjacent cells. 

2.2.7 Ventilation Modelling 

The use of the dynamic pressure boundary affects the FDS algorithm as follows: At open boundaries, the 

hydrodynamic pressure (head) H is specified: 

 𝐻𝑑 =
𝐷𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒

𝜌∞
+
|𝑢|2

2
              (𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑔) (12) 

 𝐻𝑑 =
𝐷𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒

𝜌∞
                            (𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔) (13) 

Where 𝜌∞ the ambient density and u is is the most recent value of the velocity on the boundary. The net effect of 

a positive dynamic pressure at an otherwise quiescent boundary drives a flow into the domain. However, a fire 

driven flow of sufficient strength can push back against this incoming flow. 

2.2.8 Layer Height 

In a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model, there are not two distinct zones, but a continuous profile of 

temperature. Nevertheless, there are methods that have been developed to estimate layer height and average 

temperatures from a continuous vertical profile of temperature. The model used by FDS consider a continuous 

function 𝑇(𝑧) defining temperature T as a function of height above the floor z, where z = 0 is the floor and z = H is 

the ceiling. Define 𝑇𝑢 as the upper layer temperature, 𝑇𝑖  as the lower layer temperature, and 𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑡  as the interface 

height.  
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 (𝐻 − 𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑡) ∗ 𝑇𝑢 + 𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑡 ∗ 𝑇1 = ∫ 𝑇(𝑧) 𝑑𝑧 = 𝐼1

𝐻

0

 (14) 

 (𝐻 − 𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑡) ∗
1

𝑇𝑢
+ 𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑡 ∗

1

𝑇1
= ∫

1

𝑇(𝑧)
 𝑑𝑧 = 𝐼2

𝐻

0

 (15) 

Solve for 𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑡 : 

 𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑡 =
𝑇1(𝐼1 ∗ 𝐼2 − 𝐻

2)

𝐼1 + 𝐼2𝑇1
2 − 2 ∗ 𝑇1 ∗ 𝐻

 (16) 

𝑇1 represents the temperature in the lowest mesh cell and, using Simpson’s Rule, it performs the numerical 

integration of 𝐼1 and 𝐼2. 𝑇𝑢 is defined as the average upper layer temperature according the following equation. 

 (𝐻 − 𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑡) ∗ 𝑇𝑢 = ∫ 𝑇(𝑧) 𝑑𝑧
𝐻

𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑡

 (17) 

 

2.2.9 Water Nozzle Modelling 

The FDS package use the Lagrangian particles to represent the liquid droplets. The momentum transferred from 

the particles to the gas is obtained by adding the force of each particle in the grid cell of the computational domain 

and divided by the cell volume of the same domain. The equation to calculate the momentum transferred  

(𝑓𝑏) is given by 

 𝑓𝑏 =
1

𝑉
∑[

𝜌

2
𝐶𝑑𝐴𝑝,𝑐(𝑢𝑝 − 𝑢)|𝑢𝑝 − 𝑢| −

𝑑𝑚𝑝

𝑑𝑡
(𝑢𝑝 − 𝑢)] (18) 

Where 𝐶𝑑  is the drag coefficient, 𝐴𝑝,𝑐  is the particle cross-sectional area, 𝑢𝑝  is the velocity of the particle, 𝑚𝑝 is 

the mass of the particle, u is the gas velocity and ρ is the density of the gas. 

The acceleration of the particle is given by the following equation 

 
𝑑𝑢𝑝

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑔 −

1

2

𝜌𝐶𝑑𝐴𝑝,𝑐

𝑚𝑝
(𝑢𝑝 − 𝑢)|𝑢𝑝 − 𝑢| (19) 

Finally, the position of the particle (𝑥𝑝) is determined by the following equation 

 
𝑑𝑥𝑝

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑢𝑝  (20) 

The technicality of energy transfer between the water mist droplets and fire are the surface tension is necessary to 

break-up the particles or droplets, and it is the momentum to accelerate the particles because of the ambient gases 

velocity and energy to that increase the temperature of the particles due to the ambient temperature and the energy 
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of latent heat. Meanwhile, it is assumed in our work that the collisions between water mist droplets are negligible 

because the water mist spray seems to be relatively sparse. 

The technicality of energy transfer between the water mist droplets and fire are the surface tension necessary to 

break-up the particles or droplets in order to accelerate the particles due to the ambient gases velocity and energy. 

This increases the temperature of the particles because of the ambient temperature and the energy of latent heat. 

Meanwhile, it is assumed in our work that the collisions between water mist droplets are negligible since the water 

mist spray seems to be relatively sparse. 

2.2.9.1 Liquid Droplet Size Distribution 

Through the different distributions of droplet sizes, it is possible and easy to compare the different types of spray 

patterns of water nozzles in order to obtain the information. 

Through the different distributions of droplet sizes, it is possible and easy to compare the different types of spray 

patterns of water nozzles, and therefore, analyze them in order to obtain the information. 

The distribution and the size of the droplets for a liquid spray in the FDS package is represented by a combination 

of lognormal and Rosin-Rammler distribution expressed as follows: 

 𝐹𝑣(𝐷) =

{
  
 

  
 

1

√2𝜋
∫

1

𝜎𝐷`
exp

(

 
 
−

[𝑙𝑛 (
𝐷`
𝐷𝑣,0.5

)]
2

2𝜎2

)

 
 
𝑑𝐷`             (𝐷 ≤ 𝐷𝑣,0.5)

𝐷

0

1 − exp(−0.693(
𝐷

𝐷𝑣,0.5
)𝛾)                                         (𝐷 < 𝐷𝑣,0.5)  

}
  
 

  
 

 (21) 

Where 𝐷𝑣,0.5 is the median volumetric droplet diameter, 𝛾 is an empirical constant equal to approximately 2.4 and 

𝜎 is also an empirical constant equal to approximately 0.6. The median droplet diameter is a function of the sprinkler 

orifice diameter, operating pressure and geometry. 

2.2.9.2 Spray Boundary Conditions 

The atomization region is considered as the length from the nozzle until the region where the atomized spray 

droplets are formed. The atomization region is not considered in the modelling of the water droplets. (Figure 6) 

 

Figure 6: Atomization process 
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The FDS Package will start the modelling of the water droplets after the spray boundary and the droplets will emerge 

from a spherical surface defined by the atomization length 𝑟0 (Spray Boundary), elevation angle 𝜃 (between 

𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥) and the azimuthal angle ∅ (between 0 to 2π). (Figure 7) 

 

Figure 7: Input parameters for spray specification [Di Wu, 20159] 

2.2.9.3 Drag Model 

The FDS package use the following equation for the motion of a single spherical droplet. 

  
𝑑𝑚𝑑�⃑�𝑑
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑚𝑑�⃑� −
1

2
𝜌𝑔𝐶𝐷𝜋𝑟𝑑

2‖𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑙⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ‖𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑙⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑  (22) 

 𝑅𝑒𝑑 = 𝜌𝑑𝑑‖𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑙⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ‖/𝜇𝑔 (23) 

Where 𝑚𝑑 is the droplet or particle mass, 𝑣𝑑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ is the droplet velocity and 𝜌 is the density droplet of the surrounding 

gas. 

 𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑙⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ = 𝑣𝑑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ − 𝑣𝑔⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ (24) 

Where 𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑙⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑  is the droplet or particle velocity relative to the surrounding gas, while the 𝑣𝑔⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ is the gas velocity. The 

𝑅𝑒𝑑 is the Reynolds number of droplet or particle and the 𝐶𝑑  is the drag coefficient of the droplet, given by the 

following equation. 

 𝐶𝑑 =

{
 
 

 
 

24

𝑅𝑒𝑝
                        → 𝑅𝑒𝑝 < 1

24 ∗
0.85 + 0.15𝑅𝑒𝑝

0.687

𝑅𝑒𝑝
→ 1 < 𝑅𝑒𝑝 < 1000

0.44 → 𝑅𝑒𝑝 > 1000 }
 
 

 
 

 (25) 

2.2.9.4 Heating and Vaporization Model 

The evaporation rate is a function of the liquid equilibrium vapor mass fraction 𝑌𝑙 , the local gas phase vapor mass 

fraction 𝑌𝑔 , the assumed uniform droplet temperature 𝑇𝑙  and the local gas temperature 𝑇𝑔 . The mechanism of 
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energy transfer and the mass between the gases and the liquid droplets could be modelled according the following 

equations. 

 
𝑑𝑚𝑙

𝑑𝑡
= −𝐴ℎ𝑚𝜌(𝑌𝑙 − 𝑌𝑔) (26) 

 𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑙
𝑑𝑇𝑙
𝑑𝑡

= 𝐴ℎ(𝑇𝑔 − 𝑇𝑙) + 𝑞𝑟 +̇
𝑑𝑚𝑙

𝑑𝑡
ℎ𝑣 (27) 

In the set of the equations that are solved by the FDS Package, 𝑚𝑙 is the mass of the particle of droplet, A is the 

liquid droplet area, ℎ is the coefficient of heat transfer, ℎ𝑚 is the coefficient of mass transfer, ρ is the density of the 

gas, 𝑐𝑙  is the specific heat of liquid, �̇�𝑟 is the radiative rate heating of the particle or droplet and ℎ𝑣 is the 

vaporization latent heat of the liquid. The coefficients of mass and heat transfer are calculated by the following 

empirical correlations. 

2.2.9.5 Spray Initialization 

The droplet are introduced in the domain of the simulation along a spherical surface, where the diameter is a 

specified stand-off distance from the nozzle orifice and it is also assumed that all the droplets have fully atomized 

by this stage.  

The initial longitude of the droplet position (0 ≤ Ɵ < 2π) is randomly chosen from a uniform distribution. The latitude 

(0 ≤ Φ < π) is also randomly selected, but from the following distribution: 

 𝑓(∅) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−𝛽 (
∅ − ∅𝑚𝑖𝑛

∅𝑚𝑎𝑥 − ∅𝑚𝑖𝑛
)

2

] (28) 

When Φ = 0 is considered the south pole of the sphere, β is considered the spread parameter set as 5 as a default 

value. All the droplets are given the same initial speed in the direction of the surface normal. 

2.2.9.6 Droplet Initial Velocity 

The droplet initial velocity can be computed based on mean flow velocity, which depends on the injection pressure 

and the discharge coefficient, according to the following equation. 

 𝐾 =
𝑉�̇�

√∆𝑃
 (29) 

Where �̇�𝑤 is the volume flow rate in Lpm, ∆𝑃 is the relative pressure at the nozzle in Bar and K is the orifice 

coefficient in L/m/bar1/2.  
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2.2.9.7 Discharge Coefficient 

The discharge coefficient (K) relates the physical and geometrical features of the nozzle and the operation pressure 

of the device. Besides, the K factor consider the behavior of the vena contracta of the flow and the flow that is 

discharging through the nozzle. The K factor can be computed according the following equation. 

 𝐾 =
𝑄

√𝑃
 (30) 

Where the flow Q is measured in liter per minute, the relative pressure P at the nozzle is in Bar or MPa and the 

discharge coefficient K is in L/m/bar1/2. 

2.2.9.8 Post Processing 

The information of the droplet size distribution, speed and concentration is provided by the Phase Doppler Particle 

Analysis (PDPA). By default, the PDPA device output at time t is computed as a time integral. 

 𝐹(𝑡) =
1

min(𝑡, 𝑡𝑐) − 𝑡𝑠
∫ 𝑓(𝑡)𝑑𝑡
min (𝑡,𝑡𝑐)

𝑡𝑠

 (31) 

The function 𝑓(𝑡) has two forms, but for the computation of mass and energy related variables that does include 

the diameter weighting, the following form has been used by FDS. 

 𝑓(𝑡) = (
∑ 𝑛𝑖𝐷𝑖

𝑚∅𝑖

∑ 𝑛𝑖𝐷𝑖
𝑛

𝑖
)

1
𝑚−𝑛

 (32) 

Where 𝑛𝑖  is the number of real particles represented by the single simulated particle, 𝐷𝑖  is the particle diameter, 

and Φ is the quantity to be measured. In each case, the summation goes over all the particles within a sphere with 

radius PDPA_RADIUS and centered at the location given by the device in the axes x,y,z.  

Therefore, the water volume flux can be computed as is indicated in the following equation. 

 
�̇�𝑑
`` =

1

𝑡𝑒 − 𝑡𝑠
∫

∑ 𝑛𝑖.𝜋(
𝐷𝑑,𝑖
3

6 )𝑤𝑑,𝑖
𝑁𝑝
𝑖=1

𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

𝑡𝑒

𝑡𝑠

 𝑑𝑡 
(33) 

According the previous equation described, the water mass/volume concentration can be computed according the 

following equation. 

 
∝𝑑=

1

𝑡𝑒 − 𝑡𝑠
∫

∑ 𝑛𝑖.𝜋(
𝐷𝑑,𝑖
3

6 )𝑁𝑝
𝑖=1

𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

𝑡𝑒

𝑡𝑠

 𝑑𝑡 
(34) 
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2.2.10 Mesh 

For the initial grid resolution, the expression stated in the FDS User Guide has been considered. For simulations 

involving buoyant plumes, a measure of how well the flow field is resolved is given by the non-dimensional 

expression
𝐷∗

𝛿𝑥
, where D* is a characteristic fire diameter and 𝛿𝑥 is the nominal size of a mesh cell. 

 𝐷∗ = (
𝑄

𝜌 𝐶 𝑇 √𝑔
)
2
5 (35) 

Where �̇� is heat release rate of the fire is, 𝜌 is the air density at ambient temperature, C correspond to the air 

specific heat, T is the ambient temperature and g is the acceleration due to gravity. In a sensitivity analysis (Hill et 

al., 2007), sponsored by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the D * / Δx value ranges between 4 and 16. 

2.2.11 Near-wall Grid Resolution 

FDS employs the LES with near-wall modelling. The grid resolution near the wall should fall within a certain range 

of y+, the no dimensional distance from the wall expressed in viscous units. The value of y+ reported is half (since 

the velocity lives at the cell face centre) the wall-normal cell dimension (δn) divided by the local viscous length scale 

δν. 
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2.3 Computational Resources 

Due to the extension of the simulations and the high number of cells that will allow better resolutions of the results, 

it is required to run the simulation in the “High Performance Computing” (HPC). This computes on a 

“Supercomputer” capable of being at the frontline of contemporary processing capacity – particularly speed of 

calculation and available memory. Each program will be treated as a job for the HPC, where each job will be 

configured with a maximum of 72 hours of running before of being “killed” (terminated) by the job scheduler 

[Borstlap10].  

Each job will be configured to be calculated in one compute node per job (computational units on which batch or 

interactive jobs are processed). Besides, each computing node will be configured with 8 processors per node (ppn). 

Each processor is dedicated to solve the iterations of each mesh; therefore, it will be one processor per mesh 

working.  

The batch system can also “kill” or end the jobs due to the memory usage when the jobs uses more memory than 

the memory requirements specified. Therefore, according the capacity of the cluster available in the HPC system 

(Figure 8), each job will be configured with the requirement of 24 GB of ram, which is enough to compute the 

simulations required.   

 

Figure 8: HPC main features 
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3 Chapter – Methodology 

As the main objective of the present project is to model the interaction between the water spray nozzle and the 

smoke layer in tunnels, several simulations in the CFD package (Fire Dynamics Simulator) will be computed and 

analysed. 

In this chapter the general procedure followed in each simulation and analysis is given. It will be described the 

experimental work and the simulations, as well as how the sensitivity analysis is performed. 

3.1 General Procedure 

As the first step of the procedure, the experimental work in the mid-scale tunnel test is reviewed and described. 

The technical features of the mid-scale test tunnel are described, in order to maintain the same conditions in the 

simulations of CFD package.  

Due to the results of the experiments in the mid-scale test tunnel have not been carried out, there is no results 

available before starting the simulations in the FDS. Thus, the simulations conducted in the FDS will be a “Blind 

Simulations”. 

After reviewing the mid-test tunnel experimental set up, the fire modelling has been modelled following the 

specifications of the experimental set up. According to this procedure, it is possible to decrease the testing 

computational time, due to that the fire is modelled without the ventilation system and the spray nozzle system. 

This method allows to review it in less time than running the complete set up. 

The next step, the ventilation numerical modelling will be modelled according the technical features indicated in the 

mid-test tunnel experimental set up. Besides, the information provided by the fire modelling will be coupled to the 

ventilation numerical modelling. 

Following the previous step, the water spray nozzle will be modelled in several stages in order to generate a 

sensitivity analysis regarding to the cell size of the mesh and the number of particle that have been injected through 

the nozzle. Then, the fire simulation at the tunnel is coupled with the nozzles network and calculated in the FDS, 

obtaining the interaction between the smoke layer and the water spray. 

The last step of this research is to conduct the simulation of the fire in the tunnel, the longitudinal ventilation and 

the nozzles network interacting each other. Therefore, the three models will be coupled and computed in the same 

simulation in order to obtain the interaction of the water droplets and the smoke layer in an environment of 

longitudinal velocity. 
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3.2 Experimental Work at Mid-Scale Tunnel Test 

The following description is a brief summary of the experimental work of the mid-scale tunnel test. The technical 

features and the description of the set-up is described in this Chapter – Experimental Work. 

The mid-scale tunnel consists of a facility that contains a solid tunnel of masonry-concrete structure, with 

dimensions of 3 m wide, 2.2 m high and 30 m long. The fire will be located at the center of the tunnel in two pans 

containing the liquid fuel. The ventilation system consists in mechanical ventilation located in one of the opening of 

the tunnel, therefore it will be injected the fresh air from the outside into the tunnel, generating the back layering 

phenomena. 

The water nozzle system is distributed in two sides of the fire source and it is located at the ceiling of the tunnel 

(2.2 m height). The total number of nozzle is 30 (15 nozzle at each side of the fire) spaced in rows of 3 nozzles. 

Each group of 15 nozzle is equipped with a manually water valve, in order to activate the group of nozzles together 

or separated in the experiment. 

Three levels of water pressure have been adopted to test the nozzle system which was 0.5 MPa, 0.7 MPa and 0.9 

MPa. The technical features of the nozzles as the cone shaped region of discharge, the mean diameter of the 

droplets, among others, have been conducted in the laboratory of the Wuhan University and they are described in 

the Chapter – Experimental Work. 

3.3 CFD Simulations 

The CFD simulations that need to be performed will be computed in the FDS (Fire Dynamics Simulator) package. 

Since the results of the experimental mid-scale tunnel test were not available during the development of the current 

research, the CFD simulations can be classified as “Blind Simulations”. In other words, the set-up of the CFD 

simulations have been performed in order to represent in the best way the mid-scale tunnel conditions. 

Therefore, the “blind simulations” that will be configured and computed in the CFD package, aim at obtaining results 

that, in future experiments, they could be compared and analysed with the results of the test in the mid-scale tunnel.  

3.4 Stepwise Approach 

In the stepwise approach of this study describes how the simulations and the analysis have been performed. The 

main idea is to run the simulations separately according to the complex level. At the beginning of this research the 

simulations will be conducted in the gas phase considering only the fire and the fire plus the longitudinal ventilation 

system. Then, due to the level of the complexity that they have, the multiphase simulations will be conducted. This 

section includes: the simulation of the water nozzles alone, water nozzles network, the interaction between the 

water nozzles network and the fire and finally the interaction between the fire, the water nozzle network and the 

longitudinal ventilation. 
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3.4.1 Gas-Phase 

3.4.1.1 Fire 

The methodology describes the procedure to model the fire at the interior of the tunnel. In order to obtain results 

comparable to the simulations, the fire will be configured and calculated, modelling the burning without ventilation 

system or the nozzle system. It is important to remark that the simulations are considered as steady state, therefore, 

there is no consideration of the study of the fire growth phase. As first step, the fire size has been matched and 

aligned with the actual re-fined mesh, so the total dimension has been adjusted. After this, all the parameters and 

features regarding to the fire and tunnel have been configured. As second step, the simulation of the fire in the 

tunnel is calculated and the results are reviewed. The data is extracted to contrast with the other simulations. The 

last step of this chapter is about to add the configuration of the fire to the next simulations, where the ventilation in 

the tunnel and the nozzles system interact in the stratified smoke layer produced by the fire. 

3.4.1.2 Fire & Ventilation 

The methodology described in this section defines the procedure to estimate and select the critical velocity at the 

interior of the tunnel which is required to produce the back layer phenomena without back layering distance. 

As first step four procedures will be modelled in order to obtain and chose the best way to represent the air 

behaviour at the tunnel inlet air. This is thanks to FDS where is possible to configure the air inlet of the tunnel in 

different ways. 

As the critical velocity at the mid-scale tunnel test has not been defined yet, several critical velocities according to 

different correlations will be simulated in the fire tunnel. Therefore, it will be possible to select the best value for the 

critical velocity. Besides, the mid-scale tunnel test has a value of critical velocity which corresponds to 1.368 m/s. 

This value will also be considered in the simulations and validation in order to find the best value of velocity. The 

next step will be to estimate the time of modelling required to produce the back layering phenomena, considering 

only the value of the best critical velocity. Finally, the parameters and configurations, which have been stated in 

this chapter, will be added to the simulation of the interaction between the water spray nozzles and the longitudinal 

ventilation system of the tunnel. 

It is important to notice that the simulations are considered as steady state; therefore, the phase of the fire dynamics, 

when the back layering phenomena is being produced due to the critical velocity, has not been considered and the 

results and analysis, consequently, will be taken after the back layering phenomena has been produced. 
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3.4.2 Multi-Phase 

3.4.2.1 Spray Nozzle 

In this section, the computational modelling of the nozzle is developed. Thus, the general procedure has been 

divided in two parts in order to model the water spray nozzle 

The first part of this section is about the Configuration Single Nozzle, where the modelling of one of the nozzle was 

performed in order to check and compare the performance of the device modelled in the FDS and the nozzle tested 

in the experimental work described in current dissertation, 

The second part of this section is about the Configuration Network Nozzle, where the complete network of the 

nozzles is arranged and simulated in the FDS, in order to visualize the behaviour of the network inside of the tunnel 

When the modelling of singular nozzle is finished and the size of the mesh and number of droplets is chosen, the 

network nozzle modelling will be generated. The singular nozzle that was already modelled is copied and located 

according to the requirements of the test described in the Configuration Network Nozzle. 

One simulation per level of pressure will be simulated using the mesh and the number of droplets according to the 

results obtained in the singular nozzle simulation. 

Besides, the geometry of the tunnel has to be modified according to the requirements of the experimental work 

described in 4.1. When the set up required is completed and finished, the simulation will be carried out in order to 

check and review the behaviour and the parameters of the entire nozzle system working. 

According to the NFPA 750 “Standard on Water Mist Fire Protection Systems” - Article 3.3.19 [NFPA, 201011], the 

water spray, which is classified as𝐷𝑣0.99, for the flow-weighted cumulative volumetric distribution of water droplets, 

has to be less than 1000 microns at the minimum design operating pressure in order to be classified as water mist.  

Therefore, according to the measurements presented previously, the nozzle and the water system can be classified 

as a water mist system.  

3.4.2.2 Spray Nozzles & Fire 

The interaction between the nozzles and the smoke layer is modelled and studied in this section, which one is 

computed when the network nozzle modelling is completed and finished. Three scenarios will be calculated in total, 

each of them will correspond to the different pressure level (0.5 MPa, 0.7 MPa and 0.9 MPa). In this section the 

simulation of the fire in the tunnel and the simulation of the network nozzle will be modelled and calculated together. 
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3.4.2.3 Spray Nozzles and Fire with Ventilation 

In this section the analysis of the interaction between the spray nozzles and the fire with the longitudinal ventilation 

will be executed. Five simulations will be conducted, the three first will correspond according the pressure level of 

the system and their characteristics, and therefore it will be one simulation at 0.5 MPa, another one at 0.7 MPa and 

the last one at 0.9 MPa. It will be just considered the operation of the nozzles that are installed in the opposite side 

(right side of the fire) of the tunnel portal where the air is injected. This is due to the backlayering phenomena, the 

left side of the fire will be smoke free and therefore, it will be not possible study the interaction between the spray 

nozzles and the smoke. Thus it will be possible to compare the impact of the nozzle system features in the smoke 

layer height and the temperature of the tunnel. 

As a second set of simulations, two configurations of nozzle operation will be modelled. Both simulations will be at 

0.5 MPa, but the numbers of nozzles will change, therefore the total flow will also change. In the first simulation will 

be computed an arrangement of two nozzles row operating (the two which are placed closer to the tunnel walls). 

On the other hand, the second simulation will consider just the central nozzle row operating. Therefore, through 

this set of simulations it will be possible to analyse the impact of the changes in the position and the total water flow 

of the nozzle system. 
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4 Chapter – Experimental Work 

4.1 Tunnel Characteristics 

The tunnel, where the test will be performed, it is called a mid-scale test tunnel and the dimensions are 3 m wide, 

2.2 m high and 30 m long. The walls and the ceiling of the tunnel have been built in masonry concrete. The 

mechanical and thermal features are shown in the Table 2. 

Table 2: Tunnel Characteristics 

Density 
Heat 

Conductivity 

Specific 

Heat 

kg/m3 W/(m*K) kJ/(kg*K) 

1900 1.1 1.05 

In the Figure 9 it is shown the location of the thermocouples (tree), which ones are located close to the end of the 

tunnel. The thermocouples are separated between 0.667 m each other and the first one is located 0.67 m from the 

floor (Image a - Figure 9). The fuel pools of Methanol are placed in the centre of the tunnel, with rock wool boards 

under as thermal insulation protection (Image b - Figure 9). 

The camera to visualize the fire jet and tracing particles is located close to by the thermocouples, placed 3.75 m 

away from the opening of the tunnel and at 1.1 m of high (Image d - Figure 9). The pump, the tank and also the 

hood for fume are located at the other end of the tunnel. The nominal flow rate of the pump is 41.67 lpm and the 

nominal pressure is 1.2 MPa (Image f - Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9: Distribution of the Devices and Equipment 
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The air density is considered as 1.204 kg/m3, C is the air specific heat considered with the value of 1.005 kj/kg ºK, 

T as the ambient temperature is considered with the value of 293 ºK and g as the acceleration due to the gravity 

with a value of 9.81 m/s. 

4.2 Fire Load 

4.2.1 Geometry and Distribution 

The fire in the mid-scale test tunnel will comprise the combustible liquid Methyl Alcohol (Methanol). The total number 

of pool fire will be two, where each pan has dimensions of 0.82 m long and 0.61 m wide (0.5 m2) (Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10: Methanol pool fire 

Both pool fires will be located in the center of the mid-scale tunnel, where the distance from the bottom of the pan 

until the floor is 0.1 m and the depth of each pan correspond to 0.1 m. The two pans will be filled until the top, so it 

is expected that the burning surface will be at 0.2 m from the ground of the floor. 

 

Figure 11: Location of the pool fires 
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4.2.2 Heat Release Rate 

The Heat Release Rate (HRR) has been calculated according to the values of mass loss rate presented in 4.2.2. 

The HRR is calculated according the following equation. 

 

 𝐻𝑅𝑅 = դ ∗ �̇�𝑐 ∗ ∆𝐻𝑐  (36) 

Where HRR is the heat release rate in J/s or Watt, correspond to the combustion efficiency factor with a value of 

0.9 and ∆𝐻𝑐  is the heat of combustion of Methanol with a value of 19.83 kJ/g.  

Therefore, the HRR calculated is shown in the Table 3 for the mass loss rate without external ventilation and in 

Table 4 for the mass loss rate with natural ventilation.  

The differences between them will be not discussed in the present report because they are out of the goal and 

scope of the present research. The size of a fuel pool is 0.5 m2 (0.82 m long and 0.61 m wide). 

Table 3: HRR Calculated without ventilation 

HRRPUA  Area Nº of Pan HRR 

kJ/(m2*s) m2 Unit kW 

384.1 0.5 2 384.1 

Table 4: HRR Calculated with ventilation 

HRRPUA Area Nº of Pan HRR 

kJ/(m2*s) m2 Unit kW 

283.8 0.5 2 283.8 

4.2.3 Mass Loss Rate 

The mass loss rate`s measurement has been conducted during the whole experiments with different fire loads, 

ventilation velocity and with/without the activation of the water system. In Table 5 is shown the summary of the test 

that was performed in the tunnel. 

Table 5: Summary of Test 

Test 

Number 

Nº of Pan 

of Fuel 

Fans 

Activated 

1 1 - 

2 2 - 

3 4 - 

12 2 2 
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Figure 12 displays the average of fuel mass loss rate (
𝑘𝑔

𝑚2∗𝑠
) with the standard deviations in different test conditions 

presented in Table 5. 

 

Figure 12: Mass loss rate in different test conditions 

4.3 Ventilation System 

The ventilation system that is installed in the mid-scale test tunnel can be classified as a longitudinal system and 

contains 3 rotational fans, located at one of the opening side of the tunnel.  

Between the airs rotational fans and the inside of the tunnel, there is a honeycomb structure that creates a uniform 

velocity across the tunnel (Figure 13). The characteristics of the fans are presented in Table 6. The location and 

the dimensions of the fans in the tunnel are presented in the Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13: Left, Fans location – Right, Real fan installed and Honeycomb 
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Table 6: Fan characteristics 

Flow Rate 9500 m3/h 

Rotational Speed 1450 rpm 

Voltage 380 Volt 

Motor Power 370 Watt 

According to the theoretical development and estimations computed by the mid-scale test, the tunnel without the 

water mist system operating requires a longitudinal velocity of 1.29 m/s to generate the back layering phenomena. 

So, the adjustment of the ventilation system and the fans in the set-up of the mid-scale test, requires that the mean 

velocity measured in the cross section of the tunnel should be 1.368 m/s.  

4.4 Water Spray 

The water system used for the experiment inside of the tunnel will be arranged with 30 nozzles distributed in two 

grids across the ceiling of the tunnel. Each grid contains 15 nozzles located at 4.5 m away from the fire. The 

configuration of the nozzle grid is arranged in 5 rows separated at 1.5 m each other, while the distance between 

the nozzles correspond to 0.75 m. (Figure 14) 

 

Figure 14: Nozzle Distribution 

The technical features of the nozzles that will be implemented in the test are described as follows. The diameter 

orifice of the nozzle corresponds to 1.2 mm, and the rest of the features that depend on the water pressure are 

show in the Table 7. The cone of fine water droplets is created by the nozzle, where the picture has been taken to 

identify the spray angle (Table 7). The angles increase their value in function of the pressure. (Figure 15)  
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Figure 15: Measurement of spray angles 

Table 7: Technical characteristics of the nozzles used in the test and simulation 

Water 

Pressure 

Water Flow 

Rate 

Discharge 

Coefficient 

Angle of 

Spray 

Mean 

Diameter 

Dv 50 Distribution 

Parameter 

Mpa l/min lpm/Mpa^0.5 ° Angle µm µm n 

0.5 0.92 0.411 77 152 137 3.343 

0.7 0.97 0.366 80 135 120 3.21 

0.9 1.055 0.351 84 122 112 5.065 

The droplet diameter distribution was measured by a laser particle sizer, where the energy dispersed by the droplets 

is captured in the electronic receiver.  

The empirical measurement of the droplet diameter distribution agrees well with the Rosin-Rammler curve, where 

the mass fraction (𝑌𝑑) of the liquid droplets with the diameter greater than d is computed by the following equation. 

 𝑌𝑑 = 𝑒
−(
𝑑
𝑑
)
𝑛

 (37) 

Where �̅� is the mean diameter, n is the distribution parameter and the cumulative mass fraction smaller than d is 

represented by (1 − 𝑌𝑑). The set of curves presented in the Figure 16, Figure 17 and Figure 18 shown the 

experimental data obtained from the test of the nozzle at different pressure of operation. As it is possible to see in 

the graphs, the experimental data fit well in the Rosin-Rammler distribution. 
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Figure 16: Curve of operation pressure of 0.5 MPa 

 

 

Figure 17: Curve of operation pressure of 0.7 MPa 

 

 

Figure 18: Curve of operation pressure of 0.9 MPa 
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5 Chapter – Numerical Set-Up 

5.1 Tunnel Fire & HRR 

The fire, developed in the tunnel, has been considered as a well-ventilated fire. Therefore, it is possible to obtain 

the yields of fire products as well as chemical, convective, and radiative heats of combustion from the handbook of 

SFPE. 

The information about the soot yield is not available in Table 8, so, the carbon monoxide and the heat of combustion 

are selected from Table 8 (SFPE, 201612). 

Table 8: Product information from SFPE Handbook 

 

  

 𝜒𝑅 =
∆𝐻𝑟𝑎𝑑
∆𝐻𝑐ℎ

 (38) 

The chemical composition of the Methyl alcohol or also known as Methanol correspond to the following equation.  

 𝐶𝐻3𝑂𝐻 (39) 

The regression rate regarding to the mass loss rate of the liquid fuel will not be modelled in the scenarios. This is 

because it does not have a big impact in the results that needs to be analyzed. For the simulations, the fire will be 

computed until the model reach a steady state condition, so, it is likely to considerate an “unlimited” fuel as a correct 

assumption for this research.  Besides, the radiation model will not be activated, so the regression rate will have a 

lower impact in the results. 

The Heat Release Rate Per Unit Area that will be configured in the CFD package is presented in Table 9 for the 

fire in the tunnel in natural ventilation conditions. The fire of 384.1 kW described in Table 9 will be configured and 

simulated in each tunnel test. 

Table 9: HRR Calculated without ventilation 

HRRPUA  Area Nº of Pan HRR 

kJ/(m2*s) m2 Unit kW 

384.1 0.5 2 384.1 
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5.1.1 Fire Geometry and Mesh 

The pool fires will be located inside of the mid-scale tunnel according to the description in 4.2.1 of the present 

research. The Figure 19 contains the geometry and measures of the pan of Methanol that will be modelled. 

 

Figure 19: Fire geometry 

The Table 10 present the values for the theoretical calculations of the cell size for the mesh according to the 

methodology described before. Due to the geometry of the simulation, the cell size has been adapted and adjusted 

in order to match the entire cell within the computational domain as it is possible to see in Table 11. Despite the 

modification to fit the cell size in the computational domain, the parameter Δx still remains within the optimal 

parameters. 

Table 10: Theoretical cell size 

  HRR D* 
Coarse Mesh Fine Mesh Refined Mesh 

x (mm) Δx  x (mm) Δx  x (mm) Δx  

384.1 kW 0.655 0.082 8 0.055 12 0.041 16 

 

Table 11: Cell size fitted 

HRR 

(kW) 
D* 

Coarse Mesh Fine Mesh Refined Mesh 

x (m) Δx  Nº Cell x (m) Δx  Nº Cell x (m) Δx  

Nº 

Cell 

384.1  0.655 0.075 8.733 40 0.05 13.1 60 0.04 16.37 75 

The mesh configured for the simulation contain the parameters previously made for the re-fined mesh. The length 

of the computational domain and the number of cells is expressed in the Table 12. 

Table 12: Re-fined mesh 

Cell Size (m) 
X Axe 

Length 

Y Axe 

Length 

Z Axe 

Length 
Total 

0.04 30 3.32 2.4 3735000 
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According to that the dimensions of fire, it is necessary to fit the size fire in to the mesh alignment. By this procedure, 

it is possible to model the fire surface using entire cell sizes, so, the fire surface will be always modelled for an 

entire cell. Therefore, the new dimensions of the aligned fire surface will be 1.24m length, 0.8m wide and the height 

of the pan will be 0.1m. (Figure 20) 

 

Figure 20: Fire Aligned with the Mesh 

5.1.2 Tunnel Characteristics 

The tunnel will be modelled following the same features of the materials indicated in 4.1. The width of the walls will 

correspond to 0.16 m and the ceiling will be modelled with a width of 0.2 m. The materials will be configured as a 

single layer with the backing exposed. The value of the roughness assumed for the concrete will correspond to 

0.00165 m. Due to that, there is an average value between the minimum and maximum value. (Table 13) 

Table 13: Roughness Chart (Heald, 200213) 

 

5.1.3 Radiation Modelling 

According to the background of fire in tunnels described in the chapter 2, the main heat transfer mechanism 

corresponds to the convection. This influences not only the interaction between the droplets and the smoke layer, 

but also the fire dynamics in tunnel. Therefore, the radiation model will not be activated, in order to save 

computational time in the simulations. 
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5.1.4 Near-wall Grid Resolution 

To review the non-dimensional distance from the wall expressed in viscous units, the boundary file output “&BNDF 

QUANTITY= 'YPLUS '/ has been configured. As a general guideline, it is recommended that the first grid cell fall 

within the log layer: a value y+ = 30 would be considered highly resolved. Beyond y+ = 1000, the first grid cell is 

likely to fall in the wake region of the boundary layer and may produce unreliable results. A reasonable target for 

practical engineering LES is a value of y+ ≈ 100 [14]. 

5.1.5 Turbulence Model 

The turbulence model designated to simulate the cases will be the default setting on FDS, which corresponds to 

the Deardoff model. This agreement was reached due to the fact that there is not enough information to modify the 

default turbulence model. Besides, the default settings are adequate settings for the cases that will be simulated. 

In addition, no synthetic turbulence (SEM) was added to the model, due to the honeycomb that is installed in the 

mid-scale tunnel perform a laminar air flow.   

5.1.6 Modelling Time 

To determine the time of modelling, it is necessary to detect the time when the conditions at the inside of the tunnel 

are steady state in the whole domain. In order to assess the steady state condition, a measure of the ceiling 

temperature at the portal of the tunnel has been configured. In Graph 2, it is possible to recognize the beginning of 

the steady state conditions, which starts at 25 seconds after the beginning of the fire. Consequently, the total 

simulation of the fire alone inside the tunnel is simulated during 50 seconds. The interaction between the smoke 

layer of the fire and the water cone is also simulated in a total time of 50 second. The water nozzles, therefore, are 

activated at the second 35 after the beginning of the fire until the end of the simulation. 

5.1.7 Measurement and Post Processing 

Along the tunnel modelled in the FDS, it has been configured several lines of measurements along the height of 

the tunnel, placed at different locations indicated by the blue lines in Figure 21. Besides, at the fire location, it was 

configured a vertical measurements line to obtain the values of temperature and velocity at the centre of the fire. In 

addition, three horizontal lines of measures were added at the fire location in order to obtain the radial values of 

the fire (Figure 22) 
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Figure 21: Points of measures along the tunnel 

 

 

Figure 22: Centre line and horizontal line at fire location 

 

 
Figure 23: Smoke interface measurements 
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5.2 Longitudinal Ventilation 

5.2.1 Classification of the Ventilation System 

A longitudinal ventilation system is defined as any system where the air is introduced to or removed from the tunnel 

roadway at a limited number of points, creating a longitudinal airflow within the tunnel. There are three distinct types 

of tunnel longitudinal ventilation systems: Those that employ an injection of air into the tunnel from centrally located 

fans, those that use jet fans mounted within the tunnel cross-section and those that employ a push–pull concept. 

In the mid-scale test tunnel, the type of system that employ an injection of air into the tunnel from centrally located 

fans has been simulated (Figure 24). 

 

Figure 24: Jet fan longitudinal ventilation system [2] 

According the technical features of the tunnel and the ventilation system described in 4.3, the honeycomb creates 

a transversal uniform velocity profile. This profile will be modelled in the FDS creating a vent at the extreme of the 

tunnel, supplying the air required to generate the back layering phenomena. The supply of air will be considered 

as the entire area of the tunnel opening. 

 

Figure 25: Vector profile in the tunnel air inlet 
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5.2.2 Estimation of Critical Velocity 

According to the experimental data that is indicated by the experimental mid-scale tunnel test, the critical velocity 

measured to produce the back layering phenomena will correspond to 1.368 m/s. Following the procedure 

explained and developed in 2.1.2.1, the critical velocity calculated according Kunsch correspond to 1.659 m/s. 

Moreover, according to Atkinson and Wu explained and developed in 2.1.2.1, the critical velocity calculated 

corresponds to 1.074 m/s. 

Following the NFPA 502 [6] method presented in 2.1.2.1, the calculated data is presented in Table 14. The data 

can be drawn in a graph as a function of the number of iterations necessary to convergence the result and thus, 

the critical velocity calculated correspond to 0.872 m/s. 

Table 14: Calculated Data for NFPA 502 method 

Calculated Data   Iteration Tf (C) Vc (m/s) 

Critical Velocity (VC)  0.872 m/sec   1 20.00 0.9236 

Temperature of Fire (Tf)  75.15 °C   2 72.07 0.8746 

Grade Factor (Kg)  1   3 74.98 0.8722 

Density of Approach Air  1.203 kg/m3   4 75.14 0.8720 

Specific Heat of Air (Cp)  1.005 kJ/kg K   5 75.15 0.8720 

        6 75.15 0.8720 

 

 

Graph 1: Critical Velocity for NFPA 502 method 
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5.2.3 Air Inlet Configuration 

In the FDS software is possible to set the boundary conditions of the inlet of air in four different ways such as: air 

inlet velocity, inlet volume flow, inlet mass flux and dynamic pressure.  

It is supposed that the four ways are “equivalent”, but not in most of the cases. According to the FDS developers, 

in some situations, it is more convenient to specify a pressure rather than a velocity at a boundary (Tunnel 

simulations) [8]. Therefore, the four ways to inject the air has been simulated in the mid-scale tunnel in order to 

choose the most accurate and realistic inlet configuration. In the case of the air inlet velocity, the boundary condition 

has been set as a fixed inlet air velocity with the value of -1.386 m/s in direction to the computational domain.  

In the case of the air inlet volume flow, the boundary condition has been set as a fixed inlet air volume with the 

value of -2.639 m3/s (9500 m3/h) in direction to the computational domain. On the other hand, in the case of the 

air inlet mass flux, the boundary condition has been set as a fixed inlet mass flux with the value of 0.489 kg/(m2*s) 

(3.23 kg/s) considering a value of ambient density of 1.22 kg/m3.  

In the case of the high pressure at one side, the boundary condition has been set as a value of dynamic pressure 

with the value of 1.8 Pa (representing the portal where the fans are blowing), and the second portal has been set 

as atmospheric conditions at ambient temperature. According to the results of the modelling of the air inlet 

configuration, the inlet of air will be configured as a boundary condition of dynamic pressure of 1.8 Pa at the blowing 

portal. 

The inlet of air that is configured in the CFD package is presented in the Figure 26, where the completely cross 

area of the tunnel is shaped as the inlet. The area that corresponds to the walls and ceiling are subtracted from the 

air inlet area. 

 

Figure 26: Inlet Air Dimensions  
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5.2.4 Aerodynamic Inlet Parameters 

In order to represent the conditions of the mid-scale tunnel test, the aerodynamic parameters of the simulation in 

the tunnel have to be configured. The velocity of the air inlet will be stated in the FDS in the open boundary condition 

as a dynamic pressure.  

The values computed through the Bernoulli equation to obtain the dynamic pressure is a good starting point in the 

FDS simulation. Once the values of dynamic pressure are obtained and simulate, the inlet velocity and the total 

pressure has to be reviewed in the FDS post processing. In the case that the velocity at the inlet is not the same 

as the velocity calculated before, the value of the dynamic pressure could be increased until reaching the required 

inlet velocity values. 

There is not special consideration for the flow profile of the air injected in the tunnel portal. By default, in the FDS 

the air injected at the vent has a uniform or “top hat” velocity profile. The tangential velocity boundary conditions at 

solid surfaces are computed through an empirical model, which is used to represent its effect on the overall flow 

field. In this case, the “log law” wall model is applied. The roughness value is taken into account in order to apply 

the “log wall” model. 

5.2.5 Near-wall Grid Resolution 

To review the non-dimensional distance from the wall expressed in viscous units, the boundary file output “&BNDF 

QUANTITY= 'YPLUS '/ has been configured. As a general guideline, it is recommended that the first grid cell fall 

within the log layer: a value y+ = 30 would be considered highly resolved. Beyond y+ = 1000, the first grid cell is 

likely to fall in the wake region of the boundary layer and may produce unreliable results. A reasonable target for 

practical engineering LES is a value of y+ ≈ 100 [8]. 

5.2.6 Time Modelling 

In order to estimate the required time to reach the steady state conditions in the tunnel with the longitudinal 

ventilation, one simulation has been conducted and analyzed. In this simulation, a device to measure the U velocity 

has been installed at the ceiling of the tunnel, just above of the beginning of fire surface (Figure 27).  

As it is possible to see in the Figure 27, the location of the velocity measurement is on the edge of the fire surface 

at the frontal side exposed to the air inlet of the longitudinal ventilation. By this method, the values captured for the 

device will be plotted in function of the time and thus, it will be plausible to determine that there is no back layering 

distance. Therefore, the entire smoke layer and hot gases have been pushing back due to the velocity of the intake 

air. 
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Figure 27: Right - Location of the velocity measurement, Left – Velocity contours with the velocity measurement 

Thus, it is possible to state that after the second 128, there is no back layering distance in front of the fire anymore, 

and the whole smoke layer and hot gases are pushed to the other direction. The frontal part of the fire is completely 

clear and supported with fresh air after the second 128. 

The time modelling of the simulations that consider the interaction of the fire, the longitudinal ventilation and the 

water spray system will include the 128 seconds required for the back layering distance and the 8 seconds for the 

spray system. Therefore, for this simulations it will be considered a total modelling time of 200 seconds, including 

the activation of the nozzles at the second 180 until the end of the simulation. 

5.2.7 Measurement and Post Processing 

To obtain the local values of the variables in the tunnel, 6 measurements points have been configured as is indicated 

in Figure 28. The lines of measurement are located in the center of the tunnel and spaced every 2 meters each one 

closer to the right tunnel portal. 

 
Figure 28: Points of measurement 
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5.3 Water Spray 

5.3.1 Configuration Single Nozzle 

The computational domain, which has been configured, represents a portion of the tunnel where the experiment 

has been conducted. The portion that will test the water nozzle has the dimension of 3 m wide, 3 m long and 2.2 m 

high where the ceiling is located. The features of the tunnel will be the same described in the 4.1. The nozzle has 

been located in the centre of the domain (latitude and longitude) while the height has been positioned in the ceiling 

of the domain.  

The boundaries of the portion of the tunnel has been configured as open domain, without walls and just the ceiling 

has been configured as a solid material. In Figure 29 is presented the computational domain where the nozzle is 

simulated. The nozzle is located at 2.2 meters high from the bottom of the domain and centered at 1.5m away from 

the boundaries in the X and Y direction. 

 

Figure 29: Computational domain for the simulation of the nozzle 

5.3.1.1 Mesh and Cell Size 

The cell size for the simulation of the water nozzle will be calculated according to the cell size method indicated in 

the 2.2.10. 

In order to generate a sensitivity analysis regarding to the cell size, three different mesh will be configured, one of 

them will be coarse mesh with a value of ∆𝑥 ≈ 8, then the fine mesh will have a value of ∆𝑥 ≈ 12 and finally the 

refined mesh will contain a value of ∆𝑥 ≈ 16. The Table 15 present the values for the theoretical calculations of 

the cell size for the mesh according to the methodology described before. 

Due to the geometry of the simulation, the cell size has been adapted and adjusted in order to match the entire cell 

within the computational domain as it is possible to see in Table 16. Despite the modification to fit the cell size in 

the computational domain, the parameter Δx still remains within the optimal parameters. 
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Table 15: Theoretical cell size 

  HRR D* 
Coarse Mesh Fine Mesh Refined Mesh 

x (mm) Δx  x (mm) Δx  x (mm) Δx  

384.1 kW 0.655 0.082 8 0.055 12 0.041 16 

Table 16: Cell size fitted 

HRR 

(kW) 
D* 

Coarse Mesh Fine Mesh Refined Mesh 

x (m) Δx  Nº Cell x (m) Δx  Nº Cell x (m) Δx  Nº Cell 

384.1 0.655 0.075 8.733 40 0.05 13.1 60 0.04 16.37 75 

Table 17 presents the number of cells in each axes and also the total number of cells in each type of mesh. 

Table 17: Total number of cell 

Coarse Mesh 

x (m) Nº Cell X Nº Cell Y Nº Cell Z Total Cell 

0.075 40 40 32 51200 

          

Fine Mesh 

x (m) Nº Cell X Nº Cell Y Nº Cell Z Total Cell 

0.05 60 60 48 172800 

          

Refined Mesh 

x (m) Nº Cell X Nº Cell Y Nº Cell Z Total Cell 

0.04 75 75 60 337500 

5.3.1.2 Measurements and Post-Processing 

In order to obtain the droplet´s information discharged by the nozzle, it will be post-processed through the tool 

PDPA (Phase Doppler Particle Analysis). The PDPA that has been considered corresponds to the 

PARTICLE_FLUX_Z; therefore, it is possible to obtain the information of the droplets along the Z axes. Besides, 

through the PDPA tool used, it is possible to measure the mass concentration of the water discharged for the 

nozzle. 

The water volume flux and the mass water concentration have been measured with 3 slices at 3 different heights 

between the ground and the nozzle; therefore, it is possible to make a graphic review of the variable´s values across 

the pattern discharged and developed for the nozzle. (Figure 30) 
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Figure 30: Slides of graphic measurement  

The points of measurement by the PDPA have been configured at the same height level than the slices presented 

in Figure 30, but they were configured in three rows of points, spaced between 0.1 meters in the two lowers planes 

and between 0.05 meters in the top plane (Figure 31). Doing so, it is possible to collect the data from the DPDA 

across the spray pattern at different heights and therefore obtain more accurate results. 

 

Figure 31: PDPA Measurement Points 

The velocity measures that have been configured in the profile of the water discharged are shown in Figure 32. 

The blue dots represent the measurement points that are configured to create the radial velocity profile of the water 

pattern at different heights. 

Besides, measurements of the velocity have been configured in the centre of the discharge pattern under the nozzle 

(green dots presented in Figure 32). Doing this, it is possible to make a velocity profile of the water discharge of 

the centreline in function of the height. In order to obtain a graphic visualization of the velocity of the water spray 

pattern discharged, several slices with the information of the velocity has been configured at the middle of the water 

spray pattern.  
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Figure 32: Velocity Measurement Points 

 

Figure 33: Velocity measurement slices 

5.3.1.3 Modelling Time 

After 7 seconds of the simulation the values of the water flux does not present a strong variation; therefore, it will 

be considered a time of simulation of at least 8 seconds. 

5.3.2 Configuration Network Nozzle 

The network of nozzles has been simulated under the same conditions as is indicated in the experimental work 

described previously. In the Figure 34, it is possible to see the initial phase of discharge of water through the spray 

nozzles. 

The singular and frictional pressure losses generated by the pipe network of the system is not considered in the 

modelling, as well as the pressure level in each spray nozzle which will be the same. The devices will present the 

nominal operation pressure from the time that they are activated until the end of the simulation. 
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Figure 34: Nozzle Network 

The geometrical configuration of the tunnel has dimensions of 30m length, 3m wide and 2.2m height. These 

dimensions correspond to the effective interior area where the experimental work will be done and also where the 

simulation will be carried out. Therefore, in order to consider the walls and the ceiling of the tunnel, it is necessary 

to extend the computational domain to consider the walls and the ceiling in the thermal calculation. (Figure 35) 

 

Figure 35: Tunnel Geometry in FDS 

Thus, as shown in Figure 35, the walls of the tunnel will have a thickness of 0.16m each and the ceiling of the 

tunnel will have a thickness of 0.2m. Both ends of the tunnel have been configured as open region to allow the 

smoke to escape and not to affect the smoke behaviour inside of the tunnel. 

The thickness of the walls and the ceiling permit to match and fit the size of the entire cells in the solid obstruction. 

Thus, the ceiling will be performed with 5 cells across the thick and the walls will be modelled with 4 cells through 

the thick. Both portals of the tunnel have been configured as an open boundary, where there is no influence of the 

wind, extra high pressure or inlet of mass flow. 

5.3.2.1 Mesh and Cell size 

According to the results obtained in the modelling of the singular nozzle simulation explained in the current 

disseration, the mesh and cell size that will be used for the tunnel will be the re-fined mesh. The total number of 

cells that has been considered in the tunnel is shown in Table 18. 
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Table 18: Total number of cells 

Cell Size (m) X Axe Length (m) Y Axe Length (m) Z Axe Length (m) Total 

0.04 30 3.32 2.4 3735000 

As it is restricted by the FDS software that it is not possible to exceed 1.2 million cells per processor, the mesh for 

the tunnel presented in the Figure 35 will be divided in 8 mesh with the same number of cells along the tunnel. 

Then, each mesh will be assigned to different cores of the HPC indicated in the article 2.3 of the present research 

(Figure 36). 

As it is shown in the Figure 36, it will be assigned a number of 933750 cells per core in the HPC where the different 

models will be calculated. 

 

Figure 36: Mesh divided according Number of Cores 

For the simulations of spray nozzles and fire with ventilation, the mesh cell size has been decreased from the re-

fined mesh to the fine mesh. The reason of this is that the wall time of the HPC system is 72 hours, and if the re-

fined mesh is used this wall time is exceeded [10]. On the other hand, as it is possible to see in the sensitivity 

analysis described in the actual dissertation, the fine mesh still present a good accuracy and low deviation in the 

results. 

Therefore, for the simulations of spray nozzles and fire with ventilation the cell size to be used is presented in the 

Table 19. The number of cores is maintained as is indicated in the Figure 36, using a number of 239040 cells per 

core. 

Table 19: Total number of Cells 

Cell Size (m) X Axe Length (m) Y Axe Length (m) Z Axe Length (m) Total 

0.05 30 3.32 2.4 1912320 
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5.3.2.2 Measurements and Post-Processing 

The post-processing information obtained from the simulations of the nozzle network is related to the velocity and 

the water flux distribution. Therefore, the slices to measure the velocity have been configured covering each row of 

nozzles across the longitude of the tunnel. The water flux has been also measured as slices information, configured 

at three different heights (0m above the ground, 1m above the ground and 1.8 m above the ground). 

For the simulations of the interaction between the network nozzles and the fire with the longitudinal ventilation, the 

following measurement devices has been arranged in the FDS. At the ground level has been configured a grid of 

pdpa flux, with a radius of 0.01 and configured to measure from the second 180 until the second 200. The Figure 

37 contain the distribution of the measurement points, which one are located at the opposite side of the air inlet for 

the longitudinal ventilation. 

 

Figure 37: Distribution of Measurement Points 

5.3.2.3 Time of Modelling 

After 7 seconds of the simulation the values of the water flux does not present a strong variation; therefore, it will 

be considered a time of simulation of at least 8 seconds. 

5.3.3 Spray Boundary Conditions 

As is presented earlier the initial droplet velocity can be calculated as follows. 

 𝐾 =
𝑉�̇�

√∆𝑃
 (40) 

Then the flow �̇�𝑤 is measured in liter per minute, the relative pressure P at the nozzle is in Bar or MPa and the 

discharge coefficient K is in L/m/bar1/2. 

In Table 20 the results for the initial velocity are presented where the nozzle orifice area is considered as well as 

the water flow rate and the discharge coefficient. 
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Table 20: Initial Velocity Calculation 

Water 

Pressure 
Water Flow Rate 

Discharge 

Coefficient 

Nozzle 

Orifice 

Diameter 

Nozzle 

Orifice Area 

Initial 

Velocity 

Mpa l/min m3/min lpm/Mpa^0.5 mm m2 m/s 

0.5 0.92 0.00092 0.411 1.2 1.13094E-06 13.558 

0.7 0.97 0.00097 0.366 1.2 1.13094E-06 14.295 

0.9 1.055 0.001055 0.351 1.2 1.13094E-06 15.548 

The spray angles, according to the experimental work explained in 4, are shown in the Table 21. It is possible to 

see that the angle of the spray of the nozzle increases as a function of the water pressure. The type of the water 

cone according to the table corresponds to full cone. 

Table 21: Angle of the spray 

Water 

Pressure 

Water Flow 

Rate 
Angle of Spray 

Mpa l/min θ min (º) θ max (º) 

0.5 0.92 0 38.5 

0.7 0.97 0 40 

0.9 1.055 0 42 

5.3.4 Initial Droplet Size Diameter and Distribution 

As it has been obtained through the Rosin-Rammler in the experimental work, the Dv 50 diameter is presented in 

the following table. 

Table 22: Size and Distribution of Droplet 

Water 

Pressure 

Water Flow 

Rate 
Dv 50  

Mpa l/min µm 

0.5 0.92 137 

0.7 0.97 120 

0.9 1.055 112 

5.3.5 Volume Flux Angular Distribution as a Function of θ 

For the modelling of the spray nozzle pattern shape, the pattern that has been chosen, corresponds to the uniform 

pattern. The volume flux angular chosen to be applied in the simulation is the uniform distribution, due to its similarity 

to the water shape than the nozzle discharged in the experimental work. Besides, there is no requirement to 

discharge more water in some special places; therefore, the uniform flux distribution is a good choice of water 

discharge shape. 
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5.3.6 Number of Particles 

The default number of particles per second used in the modelling of sprinklers in the CDF package is 5000. Most 

of the researchers and studies that has been conducted in steady simulations were achieved with 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 

x 10^5 particles per second for water mist nozzles [Lehtimaki, 201715].   

Small particle count caused numerical instability when particles were hit to the hot surface. The higher flow rates 

aggravated the phenomenon. Therefore, to assess the sensitivity analysis required for the computational 

simulations, the number of particles that has been chosen to simulate the spray nozzle will correspond to 5000, 

10000, 20000, 30000, 40000, 50000, 100000, 150000 and 200000. Finally, according the results obtained in the 

simulations of the sensitivity analysis shown in the current disseration, the number of particles that will be configured 

and simulated in the rest of the simulations will be 100000 droplets. 

5.3.7 Nozzles Characteristics 

The technical and physical characteristics that correspond to the nozzles will be taken from the modelling of singular 

nozzle configuration, except for the geometrical configuration and the measurements and post-processing. 

5.4 List of Simulations 

5.4.1 Gas Phase 

In the gas phase, several simulations will be conducted with regard to the configuration and the set – up of the mid-

scale tunnel test. For the fire in the tunnel, one simulation will be conducted, but in the fire and ventilation, several 

simulations will be conducted. First one, four simulations will be assessed in order to perform the best method to 

specify the air inlet condition as a boundary condition (one per method in FDS). Second, four simulations of the 

critical velocity will be performed, each one according to the different methods to estimate the critical velocity in the 

tunnel. And finally, it will be assessed a simulation configured in the air inlet boundary condition which was the 

result of the previous simulations as well as the best critical velocity from simulations of the methods previously 

simulated.  

5.4.2 Multi - Phase 

Due to that the number of simulations required to assess the sensitivity analysis are significant, each simulation 

will be named with a label. In the singular nozzle modelling, one single nozzle will be modelled in order to adjust 

and review the parameters related to the device. Therefore, it will be possible to decrease the computational time 

in the process of modelling of the nozzle. The sensitivity analysis regarding to the cell size of the mesh will be done 

in order to choose the best mesh according to the computational resources. The number of simulations will be 

according to of the level of pressure described in the chapter 4 and is labelled according to Table 23.   
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Table 23: Labels of simulations 

 

When the sensitivity analysis related to the mesh size is completed, the final mesh designated will be applied to 

make a sensitivity analysis related to the number of droplets that are injected through the nozzle. The number of 

simulations that will be modelled is explained in Table 24. Consequently, there will be 9 simulations at 1.055 MPa 

with different numbers of droplets.  

According the results of the simulations of several numbers of particles of water, it is possible to save computational 

time for the next simulations. So, minimum number of particles of water will be used, which do not present a 

considerable variation in the values. Table 24 contains the labels of the simulations and the values of number of 

particles that will be simulated and analyzed in order to obtain the minimum number of particles. Moreover, the 

numbers of droplets that are shown in Table 24 represent a wide spectrum of water discharge devices, from the 

5000-10000 droplets (used typically in sprinklers) until 100000 used typically in water mist nozzles. 

Table 24: Simulations according the number of droplets 

Label 
Pressure 

(MPa) 
Label Mesh Label Nº of Droplets 

3 1.055 C Re-Fined 

0 5000 

05 10000 

06 20000 

07 30000 

08 40000 

09 50000 

1 100000 

2 150000 

3 200000 

In order to study the interaction between the longitudinal ventilation and the water droplets, several simulations with 

different configurations regarding to the water flow will be assessed in order to obtain a wider range of results. The 

network operation of the nozzles will be modified in the number of devices operating; therefore the flow of the total 

Label Pressure (MPa) Label Mesh Type

A Coarse

B Fine

C Refined

A Coarse

B Fine

C Refined

A Coarse

B Fine

C Refined

1 0.92

2 0.97

3 1.055
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system will change. The reason of this modification is mainly practical since the most common parameter that can 

be modified is the installation rules which deal with the spacing and distribution. In order to represent this issue 

then, it has been chosen the several set up of nozzles. Table 25 contains the labels and description of the different 

set-up to be simulated. 

It is possible to see graphically the operation of the nozzle for the simulations labelled as 1C3 (Table 25) in the 

Figure 39 and labelled as 1C4 (Table 25) in the Figure 38. The nozzles under operation are represented as the 

green dots, while the nozzles which ones will not operate are represented by the red crosses. 

Table 25: Simulations according the network operation 

Label 
Pressure 

(MPa) 
Label Mesh Label Network Operation Description 

1 0.5 C Fine 1 It is considered the operation of the half 
of the nozzles, which ones are located 

on the right side of the fire, at the zone 
where the smoke is traveling to the exit 

tunnel portal due the longitudinal 
ventilation. 

2 0.7 C Fine 1 

3 0.9 C Fine 1 

1 0.5 C Fine 3 

It is considered the operation of just a 
few of nozzles of the system. Two of 

three horizontal rows of the right side 
of the fire will be activated, while the 

central horizontal row of nozzle will be 
disabled. 

1 0.5 C Fine 4 

It is only considered just the operation 
of the central horizontal row of nozzles 
located at the right side of the fire. The 
two horizontal rows close to the walls 

of the tunnel will be disabled. 

 

 
Figure 38: Nozzles operation of simulation labelled 1C3 

 

 
Figure 39: Nozzles operation of simulation labelled 1C4 
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6 Chapter – Results & Discussion 

6.1 Gasphase 

6.1.1 Fire 

In the Graph 2 is plotted the tendency line according of the evolution of the temperature at the tunnel portal. As a 

first step, it is possible to recognize that the ceiling jet travelling from the fire (center of the tunnel) reaches the 

portal after the 15 seconds from the beginning of the fire. 

 

Graph 2: Temperature in function of the time at the tunnel portal 

The temperature profile in the centerline of the fire measured from the fire surface until the roof of the tunnel is 

presented in the Graph 3. As it is likely to notice, the maximum temperatures are presented closer to the fuel surface 

(as it is expected) and then, it has an exponential decrease in function of the height of the plume. When the hot 

plume reaches the ceiling, it is possible to see the impingement zone, where the temperatures are close to 300 ºC. 

 

Graph 3: Left – Temperature at centerline, Right – Slice of Temperature in FDS 
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In Graph 4 is presented the temperature distribution across the tunnel, measured from the ground until the ceiling 

in the locations previously explained in the Figure 21. As it is expected, the temperature is higher and closer to the 

fire location than places closer to the tunnel portals. In addition, it is also possible to see that the smoke layer is 

thinner and closer to the portals of the tunnel, instead of being closer to the fire location, where it is thicker. The 

height of the hot gases layer corresponds to approximately 0.7 m, so, there is still 1.5 m free of smoke and hot 

gases inside of the tunnel. 

 

Graph 4: Temperature Graphs at Cross Section 

In Figure 40 is presented a longitudinal side view of the tunnel which contains the temperature profile at the middle 

of the tunnel in steady state conditions. The maximum value in the color´s scale has been decreased until 500 ºC, 

thus it is better to identify the temperatures at the stratified smoke layer. 

 

Figure 40: Longitudinal Side View of Temperature Slice 

The velocity profile in the centerline of the fire measured from the fire surface until the roof the tunnel is presented 

in Graph 5. As it is possible to see, there is a velocity parabolic shape, where the maximum velocity is presented 

in the middle of the height of the fire plume. Also, it is possible to notice that on the fuel surface, there is a small 

velocity where the fuel gases are evaporating, and then according to the change in the density, the velocity 

increases exponentially. Closer to the ceiling, over the fire plume, is presented the impingement zone, where the 

velocity of the hot gases changes the direction and therefore, there is a rapidly deceleration in the speed as it is 

possible to see in Graph 5.     
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Graph 5: Left – Velocity at centerline, Right – Slice of Velocity in FDS 

In Figure 41 is presented a longitudinal side view, which contains the velocity profile in the middle of the tunnel in 

steady state conditions.  

 

Figure 41: Longitudinal Side View of Velocity Slice 

In Graph 6 – Left, presents the radial plume velocity profile at different heights. It is possible to identify the small 

surface fire velocity of the gases, and also the high velocity of the gases in the fire plume, which have a parabolic 

decreasing shape in function of the radius. It is important to state that the velocity plotted correspond to the vertical 

velocity across the plume; therefore, the velocity of the air entrainment is not considered very well. 

 In Graph 6 – Right, the velocity values across the tunnel section is presented. It is possible to see that the maximum 

ceiling jet velocity is located close to the tunnel portal, instead of the velocity close to the fire location. It is also 

possible to recognize the shape of the profiles, where on the top of the graph, the 0 value corresponds to 

deceleration of the flow due the viscosity between the fluid and the wall. On the other hand, from the bottom of the 

velocity shape, there is an acceleration of the flow field due to the change in the density and the interaction with 

the fresh cold air. 
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Graph 6: Left – Radial velocity at the plume, Right – Velocity Graph at Cross Section 

The height of the smoke has been measured in order to obtain the values of the hot gases thickness in the ceiling 

of the tunnel. By this procedure it is possible to compare the interaction of the water droplets from the nozzles. The 

measures have been configured according to the Figure 28 and the results are presented in Graph 7. As it is 

possible to notice, the average of the smoke height is almost 1.5 m, except for the location closer to the fire where 

it is 1.75 m approx. because of the temperature of the hot gases. 

 
Graph 7: Height of the smoke  

According to the simulation performed for the tunnel only with the fire, the Y+ values obtained in the boundaries 

are presented in Figure 42. The image (a) contains the longitudinal side view of the tunnel, while the image (b) 

contains the longitudinal bottom view. As it is possible to see in both images, the fire source is located at the center 

of the tunnel. 
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The higher values can be obtained in the zones where there is smoke movement and higher temperatures (Y+= 

10). Besides, in the lower part of smoke layer the values of Y+ varying between 2 until 8. Therefore, according to 

the results presented in Figure 42, the cell size close to the walls of the tunnel (boundaries) is small enough to 

solve the flow accurately near the walls. 

 

Figure 42: Y+ Values Plotted at the Tunnel 

6.1.2 Fire & Ventilation 

To define the critical velocity that will be used to simulate the interaction between the droplets and the longitudinal 

ventilation in the tunnel, the velocities estimated in the section 5.2.2 has been simulated in the FDS software. The 

selection of the critical velocity will depend on the level of accuracy that the different velocity presents in the FDS, 

Consequently, the critical velocity selected will have to present the minimum back layering distance and/or avoid it. 

6.1.2.1 Air Inlet Configuration 

The results of the different options of inlet configuration explained in the article 5.2.3 are shown in the following set 

of figures. Figure 43 contain the configuration for inlet air velocity, Figure 44 present the configuration of inlet volume 

flux, Figure 45 show the configuration of inlet mass flux and finally Figure 46 contain the configuration of the high 

dynamic pressure. 

 

Figure 43: Inlet Air Velocity 
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Figure 44: Inlet Volume Flux 

 

Figure 45: Inlet Mass Flux 

 
Figure 46: High Dynamic Pressure 

As it is possible to see in the previous set of figures, if the velocity at the inlet is imposed, it will no matter what back 

pressure and ceiling jet creates. This is because there will always be the value of velocity stated at the inlet entering 

in the tunnel. Thus, this is not a realistic boundary condition. So, and in order to represent the realistic conditions 

in the simulation, it is necessary to define the open boundary value of the dynamic pressure. Thus, it is possible to 

simulate if the air of the fan is blowing at one of the portals that affects the overall flow within the tunnel. The option 

of setting the dynamic pressure at the boundary condition as an inlet condition of air, it is the best and the most 

realistic configuration, so, it will be used in the future simulations. 

6.1.2.2 Critical Velocity Selection 

The results of the modelling of critical velocity previously calculated is presented as follows, where is colour plotted 

the velocity profile in a longitudinal section at the middle of the tunnel. The air inlet is configured at the left portal.  

As it is possible to see in the set of figures, the velocity of the air injected is enough to push the ceiling jet in the 

opposite direction as shown in Figure 47 and Figure 48. Therefore, the critical velocity estimated through these 

methods is enough to produce the back layering phenomena. On the other hand, the velocity of the air injected by 

the methods shown in Figure 49 and Figure 50 is not enough to push back the ceiling jet produced by the fire in 

the tunnel. 
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Figure 47: U - Velocity Profile, Experimental Mid-Scale Tunnel Test 

 

Figure 48: U - Velocity Profile, Kunsch 

 

Figure 49: U - Velocity Profile, Atkinson and Wu 

 

Figure 50: U - Velocity Profile, NFPA 502 

The following set  of figures present the temperature profile in a longitudinal section at the middle of the tunnel. As 

it is possible to notice, in Figure 51 and Figure 52 there is no high temperatures at the ceiling of the tunnel in the 

left part of the fire location. Thus, the hot air and smoke is pushed into the right portal and therefore, the critical 

velocity estimated and injected by this method in the left portal, is enough for this case. On the other hand, in Figure 

53 and Figure 54 the temperature profiles show high temperatures at the ceiling of the tunnel in the left part of the 

fire location. Thus, the hot air and smoke is not enough pushed into the right portal. Thus, the critical velocity 

estimated and injected in the left portal is not enough for this case. 

 

Figure 51: Temperature Profile, Experimental Mid-Scale Tunnel Test 
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Figure 52: Temperature Profile, Kunsch 

 

Figure 53: Temperature Profile, Atkinson and Wu 

 

Figure 54: Temperature Profile, NFPA 502 

6.1.2.3 Modelling Time 

In Graph 8 it is possible to see the behavior of the longitudinal U velocity at the ceiling of the tunnel in function of 

the time. The velocity of the ceiling jet is decreasing from the beginning of the simulation until the second 128. At 

that point, the ceiling jet is completely pushed on the other direction of the tunnel, so the hot gases and the smoke 

is pushed back. After this point, it is possible to see that the behavior of the velocity at the ceiling stay constant and 

the longitudinal ventilation keeps the back layering phenomena stable and working. The tendency line (red dashed 

line) shown in the Graph 8 contains the behavior of the velocity at the ceiling. 

 

Graph 8: Modelling convergence of the back layering 
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6.1.2.4 Final Critical Velocity 

According to the simulations done for several critical velocity estimated previously, it is possible to state that two of 

them are not enough to produce the back layering phenomena and therefore, they push back the hot gases and 

the smoke of the ceiling of the tunnel. The two critical velocities that are not able to produce the back layering are 

the velocities computed by the NFPA 502 method and Atkinson and Wu method.  

On the other hand, the velocity computed by the Kunsch method and the velocity indicated by the mid-scale tunnel 

test are enough to create the back layering phenomena. The selection of the velocity will depend on which one has 

the lowest value, and therefore there will not be an over estimated parameter. What is more, the value of the critical 

velocity indicated by the mid-scale tunnel test fulfil the requirements to produce the back layering with the minimum 

over estimation. 

Consequently, the value selected to simulate the longitudinal ventilation in the tunnel will be the velocity indicated 

by the mid-scale tunnel test, which is 1.368 m/s. Thus, the following results presented were obtained taking into 

account and configuring the critical velocity as the 1.368 m/s. 

The Figure 55 contains the longitudinal temperature profile across the tunnel. As it is possible to see, the black 

colour upstream of the fire location represents 20ºC, so it can be assumed that there is fresh air in the tunnel, which  

is presented in the complete left part of the tunnel (considering the fire location as the center of the tunnel). On the 

other hand, on the right side of the tunnel, it is possible to see the temperature profile, which now is thicker than 

the fire in the tunnel without the longitudinal ventilation. The temperature profile for the tunnel with the longitudinal 

ventilation is lower when the fire is burning without the longitudinal ventilation. 

 

Figure 55: Longitudinal Side View of Temperature Slice 

The Graph 9 contains the temperature profile at the cross section tunnel in several places. The measures were 

placed 5 m away of the center of the fire (the first one) and then each 2 m until the right portal of the tunnel. So, it 

is possible to notice the temperature profile on the right side of the tunnel under the longitudinal ventilation condition. 
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Graph 9: Temperature Graphs at Cross Section 

As it is possible to see in Figure 56, slice is an average of the data every 10 seconds and the values correspond to 

the time interval of 190-200 seconds. It is possible to see the value of the inlet air velocity at the left portal of the 

tunnel. The velocity is strong enough to produce the back layering phenomena. It is also possible then to notice 

that the velocity of the flow decreased on the walls, ceiling and roof of the tunnel due to the roughness of the 

material and the viscosity. 

 

Figure 56: Longitudinal Side View of Velocity Slice 

Figure 57 contain the velocity in the horizontal axes (U velocity), where it is possible to identify the several velocity 

across the tunnel. As it is comprised in the slice, the negative velocity present represents the velocity exerted by 

the ceiling jet, trying to travel to the left tunnel portal. When that velocity becomes zero on the left side, is when 

pushing against the momentum exerted by the air flow produced by the longitudinal ventilation. On the other hand, 

the ceiling jet, which is traveling to the right portal of the tunnel in the same sense and direction as the air of the 

longitudinal ventilation, is accelerated by the assistance of the longitudinal ventilation. 
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Figure 57: Longitudinal Side View of U Velocity Slice 

The plot of the height of the smoke layer is presented in Graph 10. The points of measurement were placed at 20m, 

22m and 24m away from the tunnel portal where the air was injected (left tunnel portal). Graph 11, on the other 

hand, contains the information in the places of 26m, 28m and 30m. The presentation of the results in different graph 

is for a visual reason because it is hard to realise the data of the smoke layer when the 6 plots are presented in the 

same graph. 

 

Graph 10: Smoke height at different tunnel locations 

 

Graph 11: Smoke height at different tunnel locations 
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According to the simulation performed in the tunnel with the fire and the longitudinal ventilation, the Y+ values 

obtained in the boundaries are presented in Figure 58. Here, the fire source was located in the center of the tunnel. 

The values obtained for the Y+ are closer than the 15, which according to the FDS developers, it is a good value. 

Therefore, the cell size close to the walls of the tunnel (boundaries) is small enough to solve the flow accurately 

near the walls. 

 
Figure 58: Y+ Values plotted at the Tunnel  

6.2 Multiphase 

6.2.1 Spray Nozzle 

6.2.1.1 Modelling Time 

The time of modelling of the water discharged by the nozzle will be determined with regard to the stabilization of 

the values of the water flux output. It is possible to see in Graph 12, the values of the water flux starts to become 

stable from the second 6.8 of the simulation.  

 

Graph 12: Water Flux at ground level in configuration of nozzle 1A 
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6.2.1.2 Single Nozzle 1A, 1B and 1C 

The velocity computed by the CFD package for the different mesh is presented in Figure 59 as velocity contour. 

Besides of the graphic results obtained, the Graph 13 presents the numerical value of the centreline velocity 

according the height between the nozzle and the ground. 

The values obtained in the coarse mesh are 18.01% lower than the re-fined mesh, while the fine mesh present 

values of velocity 2.51% lower than re-fined mesh (Graph 13). As it is possible to see in Graph 13, the velocity 

computed in the coarse mesh is under estimated in comparison with the fine and re-fined mesh. The highest 

difference on the values are presented in the zone close to the nozzle discharge, where also the maximum velocities 

are developed.   

The velocity profiles measured at several heights by the CFD package in the different mesh are shown in the 

annexes of the present dissertation. 

 

Figure 59: Left - 1A Configuration, Centre – 1B Configuration, Right – 1C Configuration 
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Graph 13: Centerline Droplet Velocity 

The water flux measured at the ground level is presented in the Figure 60 as contour figures, where it is possible 

to see the influence of the mesh size in the water measurements. Besides, the Graph 14 present the numerical 

values obtained in the simulation across the dpda devices configured. 

According to the values presented in the Figure 60, the mesh influences the values of the water flux around the 

center of the water pattern discharged. Also it is possible to see that the pattern becomes more non-uniform if the 

cell size of the mesh is decreased. 

The values obtained in the coarse mesh are 34.04% higher than the re-fined mesh, while the fine mesh present 

values of water flux 20.59% higher estimated in relation to the re-fined mesh. As it is possible to see in the Graph 

14, there are numerical differences according to the water flux values are mostly presented in the center of the 

pattern, where most of the water is concentrated. The results of the measurements of the water flux at 1 meter 

height and 1.8 meter height are shown in the Annexes of the present dissertation. 

 

Figure 60: Water Flux at Ground Level, Left: 1A, Centre 1B, Right 1C. 
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Graph 14: Water Flux Measured along the discharge pattern 

The values presented in Graph 15 corresponds to the mass concentration obtained at ground level across the water 

patter discharged. As it is possible to see in the Graph 15 , there are numerical differences according to the water 

flux values presented in the center of the pattern where most of the water is concentrated. 

The numerical values obtained in the coarse mesh of 27.39% is higher than the re-fined mesh, while the fine mesh 

presents values of mass concentration of 15.48% higher estimated in relation to the re-fined mesh. It is important 

to observe that there are numerical differences according to the mass concentration values presented in the center 

of the pattern where most of the water is concentrated. The results of the measurements of the mass concentration 

at 1 meter height and 1.8 meter height are shown in the annexes of the present dissertation. 

 

Graph 15: Mass Concentration measurements 
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6.2.1.3 Single Nozzle 2A, 2B and 2C 

The velocity computed by the CFD package for the different mesh is presented in the Figure 61 as velocity contour. 

Apart from the graphic results obtained, the Graph 13 presents the numerical value of the centreline velocity 

according the height between the nozzle and the ground.  

The values obtained in the coarse mesh are 17.29% lower than the re-fined mesh, while the fine mesh present 

values of velocity of 1.65% under estimated in relation to the re-fined mesh (Graph 16). It is possible, therefore, to 

see in Graph 16 that the velocity computed in the coarse mesh is under estimated in comparison with the fine and 

re-fined mesh. The highest difference on the values is presented in the zone close to the nozzle discharge, where 

the maximum velocities are also developed.    

The velocity profiles computed by the CFD package by the different mesh are shown in the annexes of the present 

dissertation. 

 

Figure 61: Left - 2A Configuration, Centre – 2B Configuration, Right – 2C Configuration 
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Graph 16: Centerline Droplet Velocity 

The water flux measured at the ground level is presented in Figure 62 as contour figures, where it is possible to 

see the influence of the mesh size in the water measurements. Besides, the Graph 17 presents the numerical 

values obtained in the simulation across the dpda devices configured. According to the values presented in Figure 

62, the mesh influences the values of the water flux around the center of the water pattern discharged. It is also 

possible to see that the pattern becomes more non-uniform if the cell size of the mesh decrease. 

The values obtained in the coarse mesh are 32.98% higher than the re-fined mesh, while the fine mesh presents 

values of Water Flux 18.71% higher estimated in relation to the re-fined mesh. It is also possible to see in Graph 

17 that there are numerical differences according to the water flux values presented in the center of the pattern, 

where most of the water is concentrated. The results of the measurements of the water flux at 1 meter high and 1.8 

meter high are shown in the annexes of the present dissertation. 

 

Figure 62: Water Flux at Ground Level, Left: 2A, Centre 2B, Right 2C. 
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Graph 17: Water Flux Measured along the discharge pattern 

The values presented in the Graph 18 correspond to the mass concentration obtained at ground level across the 

water pattern discharged. It is also possible to see in Graph 18 that there are numerical differences according to 

the water flux values which are mostly presented in the center of the pattern where most of the water is 

concentrated. 

The numerical values obtained in the coarse mesh are 26.11% higher than the re-fined mesh, while the fine mesh 

present values of mass concentration of 14.76% higher than the re-fined mesh. 

The results of the measurements of the mass concentration at 1 meter high and 1.8 meter high are shown in the 

annexes of the present dissertation. 

 

Graph 18: Mass Concentration measurements 
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6.2.1.4 Single Nozzle 3A, 3B and 3C 

The velocity computed by the CFD package for the different mesh is presented in the Figure 63 as velocity contour. 

Besides of the graphic results obtained, the Graph 19 present the numerical value of the centreline velocity 

according the height between the nozzle and the ground.  

The values obtained in the coarse mesh are 16.87% lower than the re-fined mesh, while the fine mesh present 

values of velocity 3.6% under estimated regarding to the re-fined mesh (Graph 19). As it is possible to see in the 

Graph 19, the velocity computed in the coarse mesh is under estimated in comparison with the fine and re-fined 

mesh. The highest difference on the values are presented in the zone close to the nozzle discharge, where also 

the maximum velocities are developed.   

The velocity profiles computed by the CFD package by the different mesh are shown in the annexes of the present 

report, described in the article  

 

Figure 63: Left - 3A Configuration, Centre – 3B Configuration, Right – 3C Configuration 
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Graph 19: Centerline Droplet Velocity 

The water flux measured at the ground level is presented in Figure 64 as contour figures, where it is possible to 

see the influence of the mesh size in the water measurements. Besides, the Graph 20 presents the numerical 

values obtained in the simulation across the dpda devices configured.  

According to the values presented in the Figure 64, the mesh influences the values of the water flux around the 

center of the water pattern discharged. Also, it is possible to see that the pattern becomes more non-uniform if the 

cell size of the mesh decrease.  

The values obtained in the coarse mesh are 39.0%6 higher than the re-fined mesh, while the fine mesh presents 

values of Water Flux 15.68% higher regarding to the re-fined mesh. As it is possible to see in Graph 20, there are 

numerical differences according to the water flux values are mostly presented in the center of the pattern, where 

most of the water is concentrated. The results of the measurements of the water flux at 1 meter high and 1.8 meter 

high are shown in the annexes of the present dissertation. 

 

Figure 64: Water Flux at Ground Level, Left: 3A, Centre 3B, Right 3C. 
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Graph 20: Water Flux Measured along the discharge pattern 

The values presented in the Graph 21 correspond to the mass concentration obtained at ground level across the 

water pattern discharged. As it is possible to see in Graph 21 , there are numerical differences according to the 

water flux values which are mostly presented in the center of the pattern, where most of the water is concentrated. 

The numerical values obtained in the coarse mesh are 35.2% higher than the re-fined mesh, while the fine mesh 

present values of mass concentration 12.79% higher in relation to the re-fined mesh. The results of the 

measurements of the mass concentration at 1 meter high and 1.8 meter high are shown in the annexes of the 

present dissertation. 

 

Graph 21: Mass Concentration measurements 
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6.2.1.5 Cell Size Selection (Sensitivity Analysis) 

In this section, the selection of the cell size of the mesh will be analysed and explained. The results of related to 

the velocity developed in the water cone and calculated by the coarse mesh, present significant variations in 

comparison with the fine and re-fined mesh.The water volume flux and the water mass concentration also present 

significant variations in the values calculated by the coarse mesh in comparison of the fine and re-fined mesh. 

The three variables measures by the FDS (velocity, water flux and mass concentration) present numerical 

deviations in contrast with the fine and re-fined mesh. On the other hand, the fine and re-fined mesh present values 

with small numerical deviations. Therefore, it is possible to select the re-fined mesh as the final mesh for the 

simulations. However, the values that will be calculated will not present a significant deviation depending on the 

cell size. 

6.2.1.6 Number of Droplets (Sensitivity Analysis) 

The number of the droplets that has been modelled is detailed in Table 24 which cover the range of the droplets 

exerted by a sprinkler (5000-10000) until the theoretical number of the water mist droplets (100000-150000). 

Consequently, it will be possible to see that the impact of the difference between the types of water discharge 

device and save computational time. 

As the information presented in the Graph 22, the centerline velocity is plotted as function of the height of the nozzle 

in each number of droplet. It is possible to observe that the values of the velocity droplet in the area closer to the 

floor do not present a big difference in the numerical values among the several simulations. So, it is presented a 

good estimation of the centerline velocity as a terminal velocity of the droplet in every case.  

 

Graph 22: Centerline Droplet Velocity 
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On the other hand, the lower numbers of particles present a strong underestimation in comparison with the higher 

numbers of droplets when measuring the centerline velocity from the nozzle until the 2 meters away (Graph 22). 

The Table 26: Variation of Velocity numerical values contains the variation in the numerical results of the centerline 

velocity averaged across the whole domain.  

Table 26: Variation of Velocity numerical values 

Nº of Droplets 5000 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 100000 150000 200000 

% of Variation 21.7 18 10.3 8.56 8.24 6.85 0.67 0.9 - 

The Graph 23 contains the variations in the averaged centerline velocity in function of the number of droplets. As it 

is possible to see, the values of the variations decrease when the number of droplets of 100000 is reached. As a 

result, it is possible to state that the convergence of the values is presented at 100000. 

 

Graph 23: Convergence Results of Centerline Velocity 

As the information presented in Graph 24, the water flux of the nozzle on the floor is plotted as function of the radial 

distance of the centre of the nozzle discharge pattern. It is possible to see that the values of the water flux inthe 

zone closer to the center of the water pattern discharge, present a big difference in the numerical values among 

the several simulations. On the other hand, the values away from the center of the water pattern discharge, do not 

present a big difference in the numerical values. Table 27 contains the variation in the numerical results of the water 

flux measured on the ground level averaged across the whole domain. 

Table 27: Variation of Water Flux numerical values 

Nº of Droplets 5000 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 100000 150000 200000 

% of Variation 31.78 25.47 21.59 20.61 13.12 1.02 1.02 7.15 - 
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Graph 24: Water Flux measured along the discharge pattern 

Graph 25 contains the variations in the averaged water flux measured in function of the number of droplets. As it is 

possible to see, the values of the variations decrease when the number of droplets of 100000 is reached. Therefore 

it is possible to state that the convergence of the values is presented at 100000. 

 

Graph 25: Convergence results of the water flux at the ground level 
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As the information presented in Graph 26, the mass concentration on the ground level is drawn as function of the 

radial distance of the centre of the nozzle discharge pattern. It is possible then to notice that the values of the mass 

concentration in the zone closer to the center of the water pattern discharge, presents a big difference in the 

numerical values among the several simulations. On the other hand, the values away from the centre of the water 

pattern discharge do not present a big difference in the numerical values. 

Table 28 contains the variation in the numerical results of the mass concentration measured on the ground level 

averaged across the whole domain 

Table 28: Variation of Mass concentration numerical values 

Nº of Droplets 5000 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 100000 150000 200000 

% of Variation 26.61 13.95 11.93 15.46 8.18 4.02 0.11 8.54 - 

 

 

Graph 26: Mass Concentration along the discharge pattern 

Graph 27 contains the variations in the averaged water flux measured in function of the number of droplets. As it is 

possible to see, the values of the variations decrease when the number of droplets of 100000 is reached. Therefore, 
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Graph 27: Convergence results of the water flux at the ground level 

6.2.1.7 Summary of the Results 

A completely analysis, set of results and figures of the network nozzles have been added to the annexes of the 

present study.  

As it is possible to see in Figure 65, there is a strong interaction between the water droplets discharged by the 

nozzle as presented in the previous sections. The interaction starts at a height of 1.2m above the ground, but the 

deviation in the trajectory of the water discharged is produced after a small distance from the nozzle. This is due to 

the intensive down flow driven mainly by inertia of the droplets; an air flow is generated, which creates a horizontal 

inflow from the neighborhood to the jet axis. Thus, when the average diameter of the droplets is relatively small, 

the velocity of the air inflow in their neighborhood will affect the trajectory of the water cone discharged. Besides, 

due to the symmetric arrangement, lower pressure inside the jet flowing down diverts the neighborhood water cone 

from their trajectories to the center. It is possible to identify this phenomenon by analyzing the water flux density at 

the ground level. 
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Figure 65: Vertical Velocity of Water Droplets exerted by the Nozzle Configuration 

The results in the Figure 66show that the nozzles placed at the center of the arrangement present a more uniform 

water flux pattern with a small variation or shape deformations. On the other hand, the water cone discharged by 

the outer nozzles presents a strong deformation in the shape of the patter. It is possible to assume then that the 

differences between the deformation in the outer patterns and the center patterns produced by the nozzles, is 

produced by the central nozzles which are influenced almost symmetrically by the horizontal inflow (due to they are 

surrounded by the water discharged from the rest of the nozzles). Instead of the outer patterns, they are only 

influenced in one side for the velocity of the air flow in their neighborhood. Therefore, the pattern will be deformed 

and the water cone will be strongly deviated in comparison of the central water cones. 

As a final remark, for the three cases presented above, there is no strong influence of the inlet pressure of the water 

and the particle size (because of the small difference in the parameters respect to the values of velocity and water 

flux), but it is known that both parameters affect and influence the deviation in the water cone discharge by a nozzle.  
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Figure 66: Water Flux Distribution at the Tunnel Floor with Different Nozzle Configuration 

6.2.2 Spray Nozzle & Fire 

A completely analysis, set of results and figures of the spray nozzles and fire simulations have been added to the 

annexes of the present study.  

Figure 67 contrast the results of the three different nozzle configurations. The velocity profile presents the 

interaction between the nozzles network and the ceiling jet – smoke layer in the tunnel. The trajectory of the water 

jet of the nozzles is strongly deviated by the tangential velocity exerted by the ceiling jet. It is also possible to see 

that downward from the fire location, the ceiling jet is interacting with the water exerted by the nozzles, being the 

trajectory of the first water cone the most deviated water cone. As the ceiling jet moves toward the tunnel´s portal, 

the velocity of the hot gases decreases due the interaction with the water cone exerted by the nozzles.  

As a results of these phenomena and interactions, the water cone of droplets more deviated is located in the row 

closer to the fire because they face the maximum velocity of the ceiling jet. On the other hand, as the ceiling jet 
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decreases the velocity, the deviation of the rest of the water cones is lower regarding to the first water cone. Also, 

the behavior of the water spray pattern velocity seems similar to each other, being analyzing the velocity distribution 

and the shape of the water spray is also based on the velocity. 

In addition, it is possible to see that the configuration, with the lowest injection pressure, presents the lower 

centerline jet velocity. On the other hand, the configuration with the highest injection pressure has the biggest 

centerline droplet velocity. In this last case according to Figure 67, the velocity of the droplets which are closer to 

the ground is higher than the cases when the injection pressure is lower.     

 
Figure 67: Comparison of the Longitudinal Side View of Velocity Slice 

Figure 68 shows the comparison of the vertical velocity along the tunnel according to three different nozzle 

configurations, where the maximum vertical velocity is marked by black color. It is possible to see that the velocity 

of the water jet of the nozzles, travelling from the ceiling to the ground, only the vertical velocity of the first row of 

nozzles can reach the ground, instead of the rest of nozzle´s rows. 

Analyzing the results of the different nozzle configurations, it is possible to state that the lowest injection pressure 

in the system presents the lowest and wider vertical velocity, while the highest injection pressure presents a higher 

and narrow vertical velocity profile. It is important to notice that de differences between the results are not related 

to numbers.    
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Figure 68: Comparison of the Vertical Velocity along the Tunnel 

Figure 69 presents a comparison between the horizontal velocities in the three different nozzle configuration. It is 

important to notice that the behavior of the water spray discharged because they were moved or pushed out of the 

vertical line, having a displacement in function of the nozzle distance. In other words, the further the droplets are 

from the nozzle, the higher is the displacement from the centerline of injection. 

Moreover, it is possible to identify that the water droplets of the first nozzle configuration with the lowest injection 

pressure, has a lower impact in the total horizontal velocity of the tunnel. On the other hand, the configuration with 

the highest injection pressure has a bigger deviation of the water droplets, but the droplets can travel closer to the 

ground.  

Figure 70 contains the longitudinal temperature of the tunnel without the nozzle operation and after the operation 

of each nozzle configuration. As it is possible to see, there is a decrement in the temperature downward of the fire 

in each nozzle configuration. Besides, the injection of the water in the tunnel (more specific in the ceiling where the 

smoke is stratified) produces that hot gases descend from the ceiling into the fresh air zone (black zone indicated 

in Figure 70) 

It is important to note that the temperature of the hot gases, after the interaction with the water, is still hot enough 

to maintain the buoyancy. Therefore, the decrease of the smoke layer is produced due to the vertical momentum 

exerted by the water cones of the nozzles, as it is possible to see close to the tunnel portal in Figure 70. Figure 70, 

on the other hand, presents small differences between each configuration, where it is possible to see that the lowest 

injection pressure generate a higher decrease of the hot layer gases.   
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Figure 69: Comparison of Horizontal Velocity along the Tunnel 

 

 
Figure 70: Comparison of the Longitudinal Tunnel Temperature 
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The analysis and the list of figures and images of the water flux distribution across the tunnel ground, is presented 

in the annexes of the current dissertation. 

In the Graph 28 it is possible to identify the differences between the heat absorbed by the water in each nozzle 

configuration. The configuration with the lowest injection pressure present the lowest heat absorbed, while on the 

other hand, the configuration with the highest injection pressure present the highest heat absorbed. 

 
Graph 28: Heat Absorbed by the Different Configurations 

Finally, in the Table 29 it is possible to see the variations in the heat absorbed according the variations of the 

system variables. It is agreed that the change in the heat absorbed is proportional to the change in the system 

variables, but it is not a strongly difference between the numerical results. 

 
Table 29: Impact on the Results according Changes in Variables 

Label Pressure Flow Heat Absorbed 

1C 100% 100% 100% 

2C 77.70% 91.94% 95.24% 

3C 55.55% 87.20% 89.60% 
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6.2.3 Spray Nozzles and Fire with Ventilation 

A completely analysis, set of results and figures of the spray nozzles and fire with ventilation have been added to 

the annexes of the present study.  

6.2.3.1 Model 1C1, 2C1 & 3C1 

Figure 71 shows the vertical velocity in three nozzles configuration when the system is discharging water in to the 

tunnel. It is possible to notice that the closest nozzle to the fire is more affected by the longitudinal ventilation than 

the rest of the nozzles, which can still exert water particles with a higher vertical velocity. Moreover, in Figure 71, it 

is possible to identify that the configuration, with the highest injection pressure, develop a higher vertical velocity, 

and therefore, the water droplets can reach a distance closer to the ground. It is also possible to notice that in the 

3C1 configuration, there is a higher interaction between the droplets exerted by the different nozzles. On the other 

hand, the configuration with the lowest injection pressure present the lower vertical velocity exerted in the water 

droplets. Besides, this configuration presents the lower interaction between the particles exerted by the nozzles. 

 
Figure 71: Particle Vertical Velocity Affected by Longitudinal Ventilation 

Figure 72 presents a screenshots of the interaction between the spray nozzles and the longitudinal ventilation, 

represented by vectors. It is possible to see and compare the interaction, where the highest injection pressure 

contains the highest and more vertical velocity vector. It is also possible to notice that there is not a complex velocity 

pattern interacting with the nozzles. This is because the longitudinal velocity is exerting a higher momentum over 

the whole tunnel. There is a chaotic mixing between the fire and the ventilation; therefore, the flow which is travelling 

after the fire to the outlet portal, becomes highly turbulent. 
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Figure 72: Vector Vertical Velocity Results at 22.5 m along the Tunnel 

Figure 73 presents a set of images where the longitudinal temperature across the tunnel is plotted for the different 

nozzle configurations. As it is possible to see, in the configuration without the nozzles operation, the smoke layer 

is considerable thicker when any nozzles configuration is operating. 

In contrast, in relation to the three different nozzles configuration, it is possible to see that, when the highest injection 

pressure has been used, the smoke layer becomes thinner than the rest of the nozzles configuration. Therefore, 

for 3C1 configuration, it is possible to say that the water exerted by the nozzles keeps the smoke layer higher than 

the other two configurations. 

 
Figure 73: Temperature Slices of the Interaction between Droplets and Longitudinal Ventilation 
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Figure 74 contains a set of images which show the vertical temperature profiles for the different nozzle configuration 

measured at 22.5m along the tunnel. It is possible to identify that the configuration with the highest injection 

pressure presents a lower global temperature and also, generates a more space of fresh air, which is considered 

in black color (20ºC). 

 
Figure 74: Vertical Temperature Slice at 22.5m along the Tunnel 

The height of the smoke layer at the left side of the tunnel is presented in Graph 56. The different locations of the 

measurements show the values of the smoke height, where the closest location to the fire is the region which keeps 

the smoke more time. On the other hand, due to the action of the longitudinal ventilation, the places closer to the 

air inlet area become smoke free earlier than the closest area to the fire due to the back layering phenomena 

generated.  

 
Graph 29: Smoke Layer Height at left side of the Fire 
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The following set of graphs present the height of the smoke in the different nozzles configuration at several position 

of the tunnel. The results presented along the different places of the tunnel, contain three different nozzles 

configuration, taking into consideration the operation time of the nozzles (from 180 seconds until 200 seconds) 

only. Each set of plotted values have been drawn with a tendency line, allowing a better understanding of the 

results. In all the graphs and cases, the values are oscillating in time because the flow inside the tunnel is not 

laminar and there is a turbulent mixing when the fire smoke is pushed back by the longitudinal ventilation. 

Graph 30 presents the results measured at 24m along the tunnel. At this position, three lines show that the smoke 

layer has been elevated from the initial height. Thus, the nozzle configuration 2C1 has the best performance, raising 

the smoke layer in 0.55m. approximately. 

 
Graph 30: Smoke Height Comparison at 24m 

Graph 31 presents the results measured at 26m along the tunnel. At this position, the three lines show that the 

smoke layer has been elevated from the initial height. Thus, the nozzle configuration 2C1 has the best performance, 

raising the smoke layer in 0.6m. approximately. 

 
Graph 31: Smoke Height Comparison at 26m 
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Graph 32 presents the results measured at 28m along the tunnel. At this position, three lines show that the smoke 

layer has been elevated from the initial height. Thus, the nozzle configuration 2C1 has the best performance, raising 

the smoke layer in 0.45m. approximately. 

 
Graph 32: Smoke Height Comparison at 28m 

Graph 33 presents the results measured at 30m along the tunnel. At this position, the three lines show that the 

smoke layer has been elevated from the initial height. Thus, the nozzle configuration 2C1 has the best performance, 

raising the smoke layer in 0.3m. approximately. 

 
Graph 33: Smoke Height Comparison at 30m 

Figure 75 presents the results for the water flux distribution in the different nozzles configuration interacting with 

the longitudinal ventilation. As it is possible to notice, the patterns discharged in the tunnel ground are similar to 

each other, but the configuration with the highest injection pressure presents a higher surface with the maximum 

water flux. On the other hand, the nozzle configuration with the highest injection pressure presents the smallest 

central area with the maximum water flux. Besides, it is possible to identify that the interaction between the highest 

injection pressure nozzle system and the longitudinal ventilation, generates a water flux extended to the outlet 

portal than the two other configurations. 
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Therefore analyzing the set of images presented in Figure 75, it is possible to say that the smaller the diameter of 

the particles exerted by the system is, the further the longitudinal velocity will push back the water droplets which 

are different from other two configurations. In Graph 34 it is possible to identify the differences between the heat 

absorbed by the water in each nozzle configuration. On the one hand, the configuration with the lowest injection 

pressure presents the lowest heat absorbed, but on the other hand, the configuration with the highest injection 

pressure presents the highest heat absorbed. 

 
Figure 75: Water Flux Distribution at the Tunnel Floor 

 
Graph 34: Heat Absorbed by the Different Configurations 
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Figure 76 present the results for the Y+ values in the simulations presented previously. 

 
Figure 76: Y+ Results 

6.2.3.2 Model 1C3 & 1C4 

Figure 77 presents vector results of the velocity interaction between the nozzle configurations and the longitudinal 

ventilation. It is also possible to see that there is not a complex velocity pattern interacting with the nozzles because 

of the longitudinal velocity is exerting a higher momentum over the whole tunnel. There is a chaotic mixing between 

the fire and the ventilation; therefore, the flow which is travelling after the fire to the outlet portal becomes highly 

turbulent.  

 

Figure 77: Vector Vertical Velocity Results at 22.5 m along the Tunnel 

Figure 78 presents a set of images where the longitudinal temperature across the tunnel is plotted for the different 

nozzle configuration. As it is possible to see, in the configuration without the nozzles operation, the smoke layer is 

considerable thicker when any nozzles configuration is operating. In contrast, in the two different nozzles 

configuration, it is possible to see that when the two rows of nozzles are operating, the smoke layer becomes 

thinner than the nozzles configuration where one of the rows of nozzles is working. Therefore, for 1C3 configuration, 

it is possible to say that the water exerted by the nozzles keep the smoke layer higher than the 1C4 configuration. 
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Figure 78: Particle Vertical Velocity Affected by Longitudinal Ventilation 

Figure 79 presents a set of images where it is possible to compare the impact of the activation of one or two nozzle 

rows. It is possible to see that the height of the fresh air is quite similar, but the global temperature of the section is 

definitely lower when two nozzle rows are operating.  

 
Figure 79: Vertical Temperature Slice at 22.5m along the Tunnel 

The height of the smoke layer, at the left side of the tunnel, is presented in Graph 56. The different locations of the 

measurements show the values of the smoke height, where the closest location to the fire is the region which keeps 

the smoke more time. On the other hand, because of the action of the longitudinal ventilation, the places closer to 

the air inlet area become smoke free earlier than the closest area to the fire due to the back layering phenomena 

generated.  
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Graph 35: Smoke Layer Height at left side of the Fire 

The following set of graphs present the height of the smoke in the two nozzles configuration at several position of 

the tunnel. The results presented along the different places of the tunnel contain two different nozzles configuration, 

taking into account the operation time of the nozzles (from 180 seconds until 200 seconds) only. Each set of plotted 

values have been drawn with a tendency line, allowing a better understanding of the results. In all the graphs and 

cases, the values are oscillating in time because the flow inside the tunnel is not laminar and there is a turbulent 

mixing when the fire smoke is pushed back by the longitudinal ventilation. 

Graph 36 presents the results measured at 24m along the tunnel. At this position, the two lines show that the smoke 

layer has been elevated from the initial height. Thus, the nozzle configuration 1C4 has a similar performance to 

1C3, being the best performance developed by the 1C4, raising the smoke layer in 0.3m. approximately. 

 
Graph 36: Smoke Height Comparison at 24m 
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Graph 37 present the results measured at 26m along the tunnel. At this position, the two lines show that the smoke 

layer has been elevated from the initial height. Thus, the nozzle configuration 1C3 has the best performance, raising 

the smoke layer in 0.58m. approximately. 

 
Graph 37: Smoke Height Comparison at 26m 

Graph 38 present the results measured at 28m along the tunnel. At this position, the two lines show that the smoke 

layer has been elevated from the initial height. Thus, the nozzle configuration 1C3 has the best performance, raising 

the smoke layer in approx. 0.6m. 

 
Graph 38: Smoke Height Comparison at 28m 
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Graph 39 present the results measured at 30m along the tunnel. At this position, the two lines show that the smoke 

layer has been elevated from the initial height. Thus, the nozzle configuration 1C3 has the best performance, raising 

the smoke layer in 0.4m. approximately. 

 
Graph 39: Smoke Height Comparison at 30m 

Figure 80 present the results for the water flux distribution in the two nozzles configuration interacting with the 

longitudinal ventilation. As it is possible to notice, the patterns discharged in the tunnel ground are completely 

different from the row of nozzles operating.  

The 1C3 configuration has more nozzles operating under the ventilation condition; therefore, there will be more 

water reaching the ground of the tunnel. On the other hand, the 1C4 configuration has operating 1 row of nozzles 

only; therefore, the water discharged will be much less. In both cases, the droplets are pushed away from the 

tunnel, closer to the outlet portal. It is also important to identify that the 1C3 configuration presents 4 central parts 

with the maximum water flux distribution, and also both nozzles row are interacting each other at the ground level. 

 
Figure 80: Water Flux Distribution at the Tunnel Floor 
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In Graph 40 it is possible to identify the differences between the heat absorbed by the water in each nozzle 

configuration. The configuration with the lowest flow rate presents the lowest heat absorbed, on the other hand, the 

configuration with the highest flow rate present the highest heat absorbed. 

 
Graph 40: Heat Absorbed by the two Configuration 

Figure 81 present the values for the Y+ obtained in the simulations previously presented. 

 
Figure 81: Y+ Results 

Finally, in the Table 30 it is possible to see the variations in the heat absorbed according the variations of the 

system variables. It is agreed that the change in the heat absorbed is proportional to the change in the system 

variables, but it is not a strongly difference between the numerical results. 

Table 30: Impact on the Results according Changes in Variables 

Label Pressure Flow Heat Absorbed 

1C1 100% 100% 100% 

2C1 77.70% 91.94% 91.80% 

3C1 55.55% 87.20% 82.30% 

1C3 100% 66.6% 71% 

1C4 100% 33.3% 38% 
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7 Conclusions and Future Work 

7.1 Conclusions 

As a summary of the current dissertation, it is possible to conclude the following: 

 For CFD simulations in tunnel fires, it is necessary to reach the steady state condition of the smoke layer 

to obtain representative values. Therefore, the supervision and analysis of some variables is completely 

required. For FDS simulations in tunnel fires, on the other hand, the best way to configure the inlet velocity 

of the longitudinal ventilation system corresponds to arrange the air inlet specifying the Dynamic Pressure. 

So, under this configuration the velocity at the inlet affects the whole computational domain. 

 

  According to the several methods used in the current dissertation to compute the critical velocity, the best 

correlation corresponds to Kunsch. But the results are still a little overestimated. Consequently, the current 

dissertation sustained the value indicated by Wuhan University, which was less overestimated. Also, the 

method to compute the critical velocity according NFPA 502 and Atkinson and Wu, under estimate the 

critical velocity in tunnel ventilation, because they are not considering all the variables which influence the 

ceiling jet velocity, but as a first approximation, they can be useful. 

 

 The honeycomb installed at the inlet of the mid-scale tunnel, allowed to generate a uniform flow across 

the tunnel to produce the longitudinal ventilation. In a real tunnel, the longitudinal ventilation is generated 

by several jet-fans placed at the tunnel ceiling. Therefore, the actual conditions of the longitudinal 

ventilation simulated in FDS are theoretically good, but they have to be reviewed according to the technical 

features of the devices and the tunnel. 

 

 The values of Y+ obtained in the simulations of the current dissertation shows a reliable solution of the 

boundary layer region. The values were obtained within the limits indicated as “reliable” by the FDS 

developers. Also, the best number of droplets to represent the water mist nozzles in FDS corresponds to 

100000. According to the sensitivity analysis, this is the minimum number where the results start to 

converge. Thus, it is possible to save computational time. 

 

 It is possible to affirm that the use of water discharge devices in stratified smokes as tunnel fires, it drags 

down the smoke layer, break down the stratification zone and decrease the height of fresh air. Moreover, 

according to the mesh sensitivity analysis, the best results correspond to the re-fined mesh because they 

present a high accuracy. On the other hand, the fine mesh can be still used for calculations because it 

allows to reduce the computational time with variations in the results between 0.1% and 5%. 
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 The velocity of the ceiling jet, without longitudinal ventilation, has been enough to deviate the water jet 

cone, decreasing the vertical droplet velocity and generating a complex interaction between the water 

cones to each other. The vertical velocity is affected directly by the injection pressure. The higher the 

pressure is, the more momentum is exerted in the droplet and the droplet can travel further. The most 

deviated trajectories of the water cone are those which have been simulated with the lower injection 

pressure. 

 

 In relation to the temperature, when there is no longitudinal ventilation in tunnel fire, the best system 

configuration corresponds to the highest injection pressure because the temperature in the tunnel is 

slightly lower. Besides, due to this behaviour, the volume of fresh air available in the tunnel will be higher 

than the rest of the configurations. Also, the arrangement with the highest injection pressure corresponds 

to the system which absorbs slightly more heat from the scenario than the rest of the models. 

 

 In the interaction between the water mist system with fire and the longitudinal ventilation, the highest 

injection pressure develop a higher droplet vertical velocity. Therefore, the particles are able to travel 

longer distance than the rest of the configurations. Moreover, the highest injection pressure system 

interacting with the fire and the longitudinal ventilation, present the thinnest smoke layer; consequently, 

for this configuration, the smoke layer will be slightly higher from the ground in comparison to the rest of 

the systems. So, the highest injection pressure in the nozzles system presents the lowest smoke layer 

temperature in the tunnel. And, with regards to the smoke height of the tunnel, the configuration with the 

medium injection pressure has the best performance. This is because it is able to lift up the smoke height 

faster than the rest of the configurations. 

 

 According to the water flux distribution at the tunnel floor, it is possible to indicate that the configuration 

with the lowest injection pressure in the system, present a higher concentration at the center of the tunnel 

floor. The droplet is bigger and therefore, it is more difficult for the longitudinal velocity to move them away. 

The opposite behaviour occurs when the droplet diameter is lower (higher injection pressure). Moreover, 

the heat absorbed by the system with the highest injection pressure is more than the other two system 

configurations which are able to absorb an average of 22% more heat than the configuration with the 

lowest injection pressure. So, it is possible to indicate that the simulation of one row of nozzle present a 

strongly higher temperature in the tunnel compared with the simulation of two rows of nozzles and the 

height of the smoke layer is strongly lifted up by the two rows operating, in comparison to the one central 

nozzle row operating. 
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 From the heat absorbed by the droplets exerted in the configuration of two nozzle row is 48.4% which is 

higher than the configuration of one nozzle row. Consequently, it is possible to indicate that the heat 

absorbed by the configuration of two nozzle row is much higher than the heat absorbed by the system of 

one row. However, in every simulation the system parameters have changed, so, it is possible to argue 

that the heat absorbed is different, but the smoke layer slightly changed due to the global temperature has 

been decreased. Therefore, the water discharged by the nozzle takes first the heat from the smoke at the 

ceiling than the smoke closer to the ground. 

 

 To conclude, it is possible to argue that although the systems simulated have changed the injection 

pressure in 22% approximately and the flow in 10% approximately, the heat absorbed have only changed 

in 6% approximately, except for the systems with one or two rows operating. Therefore, the scenarios 

simulated are unresponsive with regards to the flow and pressure variations, except when the water 

parameters are strongly modified and the variations in the values are higher than the 40%.  

7.2 Future Work 

Due to the human safety, firefighting strategies and fire dynamics are interesting topics in tunnels safety, and as a 

future work, it could be interesting to complement the current dissertation to develop the following: 

In human safety, it could be useful the study how the interaction of water mist & fire with longitudinal ventilation in 

tunnels can affect the people who are evacuating through the side where there is not smoke free. Besides, it can 

be developed more scenarios with several and more realistic systems, allowing to create a detailed map of 

temperature and smoke to obtain the influence in the people. This future work will be also useful for the firefighting 

tactics, which could be improved and made it safer for the firefighters as well as more efficient in the use of 

equipment and water. In the fire dynamics field, it is suggested that it must be followed a series of test with more 

realistic source of fuels, replacing the methanol for a “dirtier” fuel, allowing the study of the visibility in the tunnel. 

Also, it could be interesting to study the radiation inside of the tunnel in order to know how much the radiation can 

be decreased after the activation of the water mist system. 
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Annexes 

Annex A – Multiphase Simulations Results 

Network Nozzle 1C 

Figure 82 contains the values of the velocity of the gas phase in the water cone discharge, which are measured in 

the row of the nozzles located next to the walls of the tunnel. Figure 83 is taken from the row of the nozzles in the 

middle of the tunnel.  The upper image shows the slice in the side view (axes YZ) across the whole tunnel, while 

the lower image corresponds to the left portion of nozzles of the same view.  

It is interesting to analyse that due to that the trajectories of the water droplets in both rows of nozzles, the behaviour 

of the velocity pattern across the height of the tunnel is deviated from the original pattern shown before. It is also 

possible to see that there is an interaction between the droplets that have been discharged by the nozzles, not only 

generating a wide and more diffuse cone of discharge, but also incrementing the velocity at the interaction zones. 

 

Figure 82: Velocity Slice Closer to the Tunnel Walls 
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Figure 83: Velocity Slice at the Middle of the Tunnel 

Figure 84 contains the values of the water flux on the ground level of the tunnel. The upper image in Figure 84 

corresponds to the longitudinal top view of the tunnel (slice in the axes XY) and the lower image contains the left 

portion of nozzles of the same view. It is interesting to notice that the pattern of the cones of water that are located 

in in the peripheral part of the nozzle group, present a strong deformation in the shape of the cone. On the other 

hand, the water cone discharged by the nozzles placed at the middle of the group, present a minimal deformation 

in comparison with the outer nozzles. 

. 

 

Figure 84: Water Flux Density at Ground Level 
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Network Nozzle 2C 

Figure 85 contains the values of the velocity of the gas phase in the water cone discharge, which are measured in 

the row of the nozzles located next to the walls of the tunnel.  Figure 86 is taken from the row of the nozzles at the 

middle of the tunnel. The upper image shows the slice in the side view (axes YZ) across the whole tunnel, while 

the lower image corresponds to the left portion of nozzles of the same view.  

It is interesting to see that due to that the trajectories of the water droplets in both rows of nozzles, the behaviour 

of the velocity pattern across the height of the tunnel is deviated from the original pattern shown before. It is also 

possible to see that there is an interaction between the droplets that have being discharged by the nozzles not only 

generating a wide and more diffuse cone of discharge, but also incrementing the velocity at the interaction zones. 

 

Figure 85: Velocity Slice Closer to the Tunnel Walls 

 

Figure 86: Velocity Slice at the Middle of the Tunnel 

Figure 87 contains the values of the water flux at the ground level of the tunnel. The upper image in Figure 87 

corresponds to the longitudinal top view of the tunnel (slice in the axes XY) and the lower image contains the left 

portion of nozzles of the same view. It is interesting to notice that the patterns of the cones of water that are located 
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in in the peripheral part of the nozzle group, present a strong deformation in the shape of the cone. On the other 

hand, the water cone discharged by the nozzles placed in the middle of the group, presents a minimal deformation 

in comparison with the outer nozzles. 

 

Figure 87: Water Flux Density at Ground Level 

Network Nozzle 3C 

Figure 88 contains the values of the velocity of the gas phase in the water cone discharge, which are measured in 

the row of the nozzles located next to the walls of the tunnel. Figure 89 is taken from the row of the nozzles at the 

middle of the tunnel.  The upper image shows the slice in the side view (axes YZ) across the whole tunnel, while 

the lower image corresponds to the left portion of nozzles of the same view.  

It is interesting to analyse that due to that the trajectories of the water droplets in both rows of nozzles the behaviour 

of the velocity pattern across the height of the tunnel is deviated from the original pattern shown before. It is also 

possible to see that there is an interaction between the droplets that have been discharged by the nozzles, not only 

generating a wide and more diffuse cone of discharge, but also incrementing the velocity at the interaction zones. 

Figure 90 contain the values of the water flux on the ground level of the tunnel. The upper image in Figure 90 

corresponds to the longitudinal top view of the tunnel (slice in the axes XY) and the lower image contains the left 

portion of nozzles of the same view. It is interesting to notice that the patterns of the cones of water that are located 

in in the peripheral part of the nozzle group, present a strong deformation in the shape of the cone. On the other 

hand, the water cone discharged by the nozzles placed in the middle of the group, present a minimal deformation 

in comparison with the outer nozzles. 
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Figure 88: Velocity Slice Closer to the Tunnel Walls 

 

Figure 89: Velocity Slice at the Middle of the Tunnel 

 

Figure 90: Water Flux Density at Ground Level 
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Model 1C 

As it is possible to see in Figure 91, the velocity profile presents the interaction between the nozzles network and 

the ceiling jet – smoke layer in the tunnel. The trajectory of the water jet of the nozzles is strongly deviated by the 

tangential velocity exerted by the ceiling jet. It is also possible to see that the downward from the fire location, the 

ceiling jet, is interacting with the water exerted by the nozzles, being the trajectory of the first water cone the most 

deviated water cone. As the ceiling jet moves toward the tunnel´s portal, the velocity of the hot gases decreases 

because of the interaction with the water cone exerted by the nozzles. As a result of this phenomenon and 

interaction, the water cone of droplets more deviated is located in the row closer to the fire because they face the 

maximum velocity of the ceiling jet. On the other hand, as the ceiling jet decreases the velocity, the deviation of the 

rest of the water cones is every time lower with regard to the first water cone.   

 
Figure 91: Longitudinal Side View of Velocity Slice 

Figure 92 shows the vertical velocity along the tunnel, where the vertical velocity is marked by black color. It is 

possible to identify the velocity of the water jet of the nozzles travelling from the ceiling to the ground. The vertical 

velocity of the first row of nozzles can only reach the ground instead of the rest rows of nozzles. 

 
Figure 92: Vertical velocity along the tunnel 

Graph 41 contains the behavior of one of the centerline water jet exerted by the nozzle influenced by the ceiling jet. 

The vertical velocity of the droplets decreased strongly by the horizontal velocity of the hot gases. In order to 

perform a better resolution of the results, Graph 42 corresponds to a zoom of the Graph 41. It is possible to identify 
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the zone of the interaction of the droplets with the centerline velocity, which corresponds to the smoke layer 

thickness.  

 
Graph 41: Centerline nozzle velocity 

 
Graph 42: Zoom of the Graph 41 

In contrast with Figure 92, where is possible to see vertical velocities in the water cones, Graph 42 shows that there 

is no more vertical velocity in the measurement line (almost 0). This difference is due to the fact that, at the moment 

that the ceiling jet deviates the trajectory of the water cone, the centerline moves out of the vertical line 

measurement, and therefore, there are only a few droplets with low speed being measured. (Figure 93) 

 
Figure 93: Horizontal velocity along the tunnel 

After that the droplets travel through the smoke layer, the droplets trajectory is deviated in the same direction of the 

ceiling jet, creating an angle of deviation regarding to the original trajectory. Figure 94 contains the longitudinal view 

of the temperature at the tunnel after the operation of the nozzles. As it is possible to see, there is a decrement in 
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the temperature downward of the fire. Besides, the injection of the water in the tunnel (more specific in the ceiling 

where the smoke is stratified) produces that hot gases descend in to the fresh air zone (black zone indicated in 

Figure 94) 

It is important to notice that the temperature of the hot gases after the interaction with the water is still hot enough 

to maintain the buoyancy. Therefore, the descend of the smoke layer is produced  because of the vertical 

momentum exerted by the water cones of the nozzles, as it is possible to see close to the tunnel portal in Figure 

94.   

 
Figure 94: Longitudinal Side View of Temperature Slice 

In Graph 43 it is possible to see the reduction of the temperature due to the application of the water. The reduction 

in the temperature of the smoke layer and hot gases decreased from almost 120 ºC until 80 ºC in the point of 

maximum temperature reached. Despite, the ceiling temperature downstream decreased the fire because of the 

activation of the water nozzles. The temperature upstream the nozzles did not decline because of the fire source 

is away enough from the water droplets in the domain. 

 
Graph 43: Temperature Graphs at Cross Section 

In Figure 95 is presented the top view of the water flux distribution on the ground of the tunnel. It is possible to see 

the completely modification of the pattern of the water cone, which is produced by the interaction with the ceiling 
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jet. It is also possible to notice that there is a direct interaction between the water cones of the different nozzles, 

because of the horizontal momentum exerted by the hot gases moving across the ceiling and the change in the 

droplet trajectory. 

 
Figure 95: Water Flux at the tunnel`s floor 

As a global analysis, it is possible to plot the heat absorbed by the water droplets in the computational domain of 

the simulation particles via convection, radiation, and conduction from the wall. The overall results are shown in 

Graph 44. It is possible to see that the droplets in this model are injected at the second 35, where the maximum 

energy is taken from the droplets. 

 

Graph 44: Heat absorbed by the droplets of the computational domain 
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Model 2C 

As it is possible to see in Figure 96, the velocity profile presented show the interaction between the nozzles network 

and the ceiling jet – smoke layer in the tunnel. The trajectory of the water jet of the nozzles is strongly deviated by 

the tangential velocity exerted by the ceiling jet. It is also possible to identify that downward from the fire location, 

the ceiling jet is interacting with the water exerted by the nozzles, being the trajectory of the first water cone the 

most deviated cone. The behavior of the interaction between the water and the ceiling jet is quite similar to the 

description indicated in section 0.  

 
Figure 96: Longitudinal Side View of Velocity Slice 

Figure 97 shows the vertical velocity along the tunnel, where the vertical velocity is marked by black color. It is 

possible to identify the velocity of the water jet of the nozzles travelling from the ceiling to the ground. Just the 

vertical velocity of the first row of nozzles can reach the ground, instead of the rest of rows of nozzles. 

 
Figure 97: Vertical velocity along the tunnel 

Graph 45 contains the behavior of one of the centerline water jet exerted by the nozzle, influenced by the ceiling 

jet. The vertical velocity of the droplets decreased strongly by the horizontal velocity of the hot gases. In order to 

perform a better resolution of the results, Graph 46 corresponds to a zoom of the Graph 45. It is possible to identify 

the zone of the interaction of the droplets with the centerline velocity, which corresponds to the smoke layer 

thickness.  
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Graph 45: Centerline nozzle velocity 

 
Graph 46: Zoom of the Graph 45 

In contrast to Figure 97 where  it  is possible to see vertical velocities in the water cones, Graph 45 shows that there 

is no more vertical velocity in the measurement line (almost 0). This difference is because that at the moment when 

the ceiling jet deviates the trajectory of the water cone, the centerline is moved out of the vertical line measurement, 

and therefore, there is only a few droplets with low speed being measured. (Figure 93) 

 
Figure 98: Horizontal velocity along the tunnel 

After that the droplets travel through the smoke layer, the droplets trajectory is deviated in the same direction of the 

ceiling jet, creating an angle of deviation regarding to the original trajectory.  
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After that the droplets travel through the smoke layer, the droplets trajectory is deviated in the same direction of the 

ceiling jet, creating an angle of deviation with regard to the original trajectory.  

Figure 98 contains the longitudinal view of the temperature at the tunnel after the operation of the nozzles. As it is 

possible to see, there is a decrement in the temperature downward of the fire. Moreover, the injection of the water 

in the tunnel (more specific in the ceiling where the smoke is stratified) produces that hot gases descend into the 

fresh air zone (black zone indicated in Figure 99). The behavior of the interaction between the water and the ceiling 

jet is quite similar to the description indicated in section 0. 

 
Figure 99: Longitudinal Side View of Temperature Slice 

In Graph 47 it is possible to see the decrement of the temperature due to the application of the water. The reduction 

in the temperature of the smoke layer and hot gases decreased from almost 120 ºC until 80 ºC in the point of 

maximum temperature reached. Despite, the ceiling temperature downstream the fire decreased due to the 

activation of the water nozzles, the temperature upstream the nozzles did not decline because the fire source is 

away from the water droplets in the domain. 

 
Graph 47: Temperature Graphs at Cross Section 

As it is possible to see in Graph 48, the smoke layer height in the tunnel section has been plotted. Each line 

corresponds to the line of measurement in the X axes positioned from the ground until the roof of the tunnel. It is 
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possible to identify the smoke descending from the roof at 2.2m until the 1.6m approximately. The last point of 

measure contains a height value of the smoke layer of 1.8m. 

The activation of the water nozzle is produced at the second 35; therefore, it is possible to see the impact of the 

water cones in the smoke height, generating a downward movement of the smoke. In some points of the tunnel, 

the smoke layer descend until 0.7m, being the points positioned at 22m, 24m, and 26m the most influenced zone 

of the tunnel. 

 
Graph 48: Smoke height at different tunnel locations 

Figure 100 presents the top view of the water flux distribution on the ground of the tunnel. In the image, it is possible 

to see the complete modification of the pattern of the water cone, which was produced by the interaction with the 

ceiling jet. It is also possible to notice that there is a direct interaction between the water cones of the different 

nozzles, due to the horizontal momentum exerted by the hot gases moving across the ceiling and the change in 

the droplet trajectory. 
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Figure 100: Water Flux at the tunnel`s floor 

As a global analysis, it is possible to plot the heat absorbed by the water droplets in the computational domain of 

the simulation particles via convection, radiation, and conduction from the wall. The overall results are shown in 

Graph 49. It is possible to see that the droplets in this model are injected at the second 35, where the maximum 

energy is taken from the droplets. 

 
Graph 49: Heat absorbed by the droplets of the computational domain 

Model 3C 

As it is possible to see in Figure 101, the velocity profile presented, show the interaction between the nozzles 

network and the ceiling jet – smoke layer in the tunnel. The trajectory of the water jet of the nozzles is strongly 

deviated by the tangential velocity exerted by the ceiling jet. 

It is also possible to see that from the fire location, the ceiling jet is interacting with the water exerted by the nozzles, 

being the trajectory of the first water cone the most deviated cone. The behavior of the interaction between the 

water and the ceiling jet is quite similar than the description indicated in section 0.  
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Figure 101: Longitudinal Side View of Velocity Slice 

Figure 102 shows the vertical velocity along the tunnel, where the vertical velocity is marked by black color. It is 

possible to identify the velocity of the water jet of the nozzles travelling from the ceiling to the ground. Just the 

vertical velocity of the first row of nozzles can reach the ground, instead of the rest of the rows of nozzles. 

 

Figure 102: Vertical velocity along the tunnel 

Graph 41 contains the behavior of one of the centerline water jet exerted by the nozzle, influenced by the ceiling 

jet. The vertical velocity of the droplets decreased strongly by the horizontal velocity of the hot gases. In order to 

perform a better resolution of the results, Graph 42 corresponds to a zoom of the Graph 41. It is possible to identify 

the zone of the interaction of the droplets with the centerline velocity, which corresponds to the smoke layer 

thickness.  

 

Graph 50: Centerline nozzle velocity 
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Graph 51: Zoom of the Graph 50 

In contrast with Figure 102 where it is possible to see vertical velocities in the water cones, Graph 50, on the other 

hand, shows that there is no more vertical velocity in the measurement line (almost 0). This difference is due to the 

fact that at the moment that the ceiling jet deviate the trajectory of the water cone, the centerline moved out from 

the vertical line measurement, and therefore, there is only few droplets with low speed being measured. (Figure 

103) 

 
Figure 103: Horizontal velocity along the tunnel 

After that, the droplets travel through the smoke layer and the droplets trajectory is deviated in the same direction 

of the ceiling jet, creating an angle of deviation in relation to the original trajectory.  

Figure 104 contains the longitudinal view of the temperature at the tunnel after the operation of the nozzles. As it 

is possible to see, there is a decrement in the temperature downward of the fire. Besides, the injection of the water 

in the tunnel (more specific in the ceiling where the smoke is stratified) produces a decrement of hot gases into the 

fresh air zone (black zone indicated in Figure 104). The behavior of the interaction between the water and the 

ceiling jet is quite similar to the description indicated in the article 0.   
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Figure 104: Longitudinal Side View of Temperature Slice 

In Graph 52 it is possible to see the reduction of the temperature due to the application of the water. The reduction 

in the temperature of the smoke layer and hot gases decreased from almost 120 ºC until 80 ºC in the point of 

maximum temperature reached. Despite, the ceiling downstream temperature of the fire decreased due to the 

activation of the water nozzles. The temperature upstream the nozzles did not decline because of the fire source 

is away enough from the water droplets in the domain. 

 
Graph 52: Temperature Graphs at Cross Section 

As it is possible to see in Graph 53, the smoke layer height in the tunnel section has been plotted. Each line 

corresponds to the line of measurement in the X axes positioned from the ground until the roof of the tunnel. It is 

possible to realize the smoke descending from the roof at 2.2m until the 1.6m approximated. The last point of 

measure contains a height value of the smoke layer of 1.8m. 

The activation of the water nozzle is produced at the second 35; therefore, it is possible to see the impact of the 

water cones in the smoke height, generating a downward movement of the smoke. In some points of the tunnel the 

smoke layer descended until 0.7m, being the most influenced zone of the tunnel the points positioned at 22m, 24m, 

26m, 28m and 30m.  
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Graph 53: Smoke height at different tunnel locations 

In Figure 105 is presented the top view of the water flux distribution on the ground of the tunnel. In the image, it is 

possible to see the complete modification of the pattern of the water cone, which is caused for the interaction with 

the ceiling jet. It is also possible to note that there is a direct interaction between the water cones of the different 

nozzles, due to the horizontal momentum exerted by the hot gases moving across the ceiling and the change in 

the droplet trajectory. 

 
Figure 105: Water Flux at the tunnel`s floor 

As a global analysis, it is possible to plot the heat absorbed by the water droplets in the computational domain of 

the simulation particles via convection, radiation, and conduction from the wall. The overall results are shown in 

Graph 54. It is possible to note that the droplets in this model are injected at the second 35, where the maximum 

energy is taken from the droplets. 
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Graph 54: Heat absorbed by the droplets of the computational domain 
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Model 1C1 

Figure 106 contains the velocity results in the longitudinal slice at the middle of the tunnel. The top figure contains 

the velocity behaviour without the operation of the water nozzles, while image in the middle presents the results of 

the nozzle operation. The bottom figure corresponds to a zoom of the results of the nozzles operation.  

Through the vector representation of the results, it is possible to see the interaction between the water discharged 

and the longitudinal ventilation. Thus, the velocity of the droplets and they trajectory exerted by the nozzles is 

strongly deviated and modified by the air flowing across the tunnel. 

 
Figure 106: Velocity Slice and Vectors between Droplets and Ventilation Interaction 

As it is plotted in the bottom image of Figure 107, it is possible to see how the particle trajectories are deviated due 

to the longitudinal ventilation. So the further the droplets are discharged, the more deviated are the water droplets. 

It is also possible to see the vertical velocity plotted in the bottom image, Figure 107, where the nozzle closer to 

the fire is more affected by the longitudinal ventilation, and the rest of the nozzles, can still exert water particles 

with a higher vertical velocity.  
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Figure 107: Particles Water Droplets affected by the Ventilation 

On top of the image in Figure 108 presents the longitudinal temperature profile just before the nozzles operation. 

The image in the bottom part presents the longitudinal temperature profile after the nozzles operation. It is possible 

to see the cooling effect of the water droplets in the smoke layer; therefore, they are affecting the smoke layer 

thickness.  

 
Figure 108: Temperature Slice of Interaction between Droplets and Ventilation Interaction 
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Graph 55 contains the mean temperature profile across the tunnel located at different positions. The highest value 

of temperature is presented at the closest position of the fire, while the measures at 22m and 26m show the 

meantime results under the nozzles location. The measurement placed at 26m show a different behaviour in 

comparison with the other three measures, where it is possible to notice a higher temperature value, which in others 

words, maintain the smoke layer lower and thicker. 

 
Graph 55: Mean Tunnel Temperature 

The height of the smoke layer at the left side of the tunnel is presented in Graph 56. The different locations of the 

measurements show the information of the height behaviour of the smoke, where the closest location to the fire is 

the region where is kept the smoke more time. On the other hand, because of the action of the longitudinal 

ventilation, the places closest to the air inlet area are smoke free, earlier than closer to the fire, due to the back 

layering phenomena generated.  

 
Graph 56: Smoke Layer Height at left side of the Fire 
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The analysis of the smoke height on the right side of the fire (where the smoke is pushed) is divided in two graphs 

in order to provide clearer visualization of the results. Graph 57 contains the height of the smoke layer at three 

different positions on the right side of the tunnel closer to the fire location. Graph 58 presents the information of 

four different positions on the right side of the fire location, but closer to the right tunnel portal. 

In Graph 57 it is possible to see the oscillating behaviour of the smoke layer height, which starts to increase the 

thickness gradually from the second 10 until the 80-100 seconds. Thus, the smoke layer height can vary between 

1.5m and 0.4m of height. In Graph 58 there is also smoke height oscillation which varies between 1.2m and 0.4m. 

The smoke layer thickness start to increase from the second 10 until the second 50-60. In both graph, it is possible 

to see the influence of the water droplets as a cooling bodies. The nozzles system starts to discharge water at the 

second 180 until the end of the simulation. In this part of both graphs, it is possible to see how the height of the 

thickness of the smoke layer starts to decrease. 

 
Graph 57: Smoke Layer Height right side of the Fire 

 
Graph 58: Smoke Layer Height right side of the Fire 
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In Graph 59 is presented the information of the water flux distribution at the tunnel floor under the activated nozzles. 

Each graph line represents the rows of measurement under the nozzle`s rows. The time of sampling for this graph 

correspond to the measure from the second 180 until the second 200. 

The highest values of water flux distribution is presented at the position of 24m along the tunnel. The parabolic 

shape of the measures of the water flux is not much deviated and they are not similar due to the flow interacting 

with the droplets which is not laminar. Therefore, the interaction of the longitudinal ventilation system and the water 

droplet discharged generate this non uniform shape of water flux on the ground.  

 
Graph 59: Water Flux Distribution at Ground of Tunnel 

Figure 109 contains the colour plot of the water flux at the tunnel floor, where it is also possible to see the deformed 

shape of the distribution. In Figure 110, it is possible to see how the droplets are being pushed into the exit portal 

of the tunnel due to the velocity of the air. The droplets trajectories are strongly deviated by the momentum of the 

air injected; therefore, the droplets discharged at the beginning of the system will reach the ground turned to the 

right side. Thus, the rest of the droplets are also being pushed and consequently, the droplets of the last devices 

will even travel directly to the tunnel portal, without reaching the ground of the tunnel. 

 
Figure 109: Water Flux Distribution at Ground of Tunnel 
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Figure 110: Particles in the domain 

Graph 60 contains the information on the heat absorbed by all the droplets presented in the computational domain. 

It is possible to see then that the injection time start at the second 180 until the end of the simulation, where the 

heat is taken from the hot smoke in the domain. The maximum peak of heat absorbed is produced just after the 

discharge of the water (183 seconds) and then the absorption starts to decrease gradually.  

 
Graph 60: Heat Absorbed by the Water Droplets in the Computational Domain 
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Model 2C1 

Figure 111 contains the velocity resulted from the longitudinal slice of the tunnel. The top image contains the velocity 

behaviour without the operation of the water nozzles, while the middle image presents the results of the nozzle 

operation. The bottom image corresponds to a zoom of the results of the nozzles operation.  

Through the vector representation of the results, it is possible to see the interaction between the water discharged 

and the longitudinal ventilation. Thus, the velocity of the droplets and they trajectory exerted by the nozzles is 

strongly deviated and modified by the air flowing across the tunnel. 

 
Figure 111: Velocity Slice and Vectors between Droplets and Ventilation Interaction 

As it is plotted in Figure 113, it is possible to see how the particle trajectories are deviated due to the longitudinal 

ventilation. So the further the droplets discharged by the nozzles, the more deviated the water droplets are.  It is 

also possible to see the vertical velocity plotted in the bottom image in Figure 113, where the closer nozzle to the 

fire is more affected by the longitudinal ventilation and the rest of the nozzles can still exert water particles with a 

higher vertical velocity.  
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Figure 112: Particles Water Droplets affected by the Ventilation 

On top of the image in Figure 112 presents the longitudinal temperature profile just before the nozzles operation, 

while the image in the bottom presents the longitudinal temperature profile after the nozzles operation. It is possible 

to see the cooling effect of the water droplets in the smoke layer; therefore, they are affecting the smoke layer 

thickness.  

 
Figure 113: Temperature Slice of Interaction between Droplets and Ventilation Interaction 
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The Graph 61 contains the mean temperature profile across the tunnel located at different positions. The highest 

value of temperature is presented at the closest position to the fire, while the measures at 22m and 26m show the 

meantime results under the nozzles location. The measurement placed at 26m show a different behaviour in 

comparison with the other three measures, where it is possible to notice a higher temperature value, which in others 

words maintain the smoke layer lower and thicker. 

 
Graph 61: Mean Tunnel Temperature  

The height of the smoke layer on the left side of the tunnel is presented in Graph 62. The different locations of the 

measurements show the information of the height behaviour of the smoke, and the closest location to the fire is the 

region which keeps the smoke for a longer time. On the other hand, due to the action of the longitudinal ventilation, 

the places closest to the air inlet area are smoke free, earlier than reaching the closest to the fire, due to the back 

layering phenomena generated. 

 
Graph 62: Smoke Layer Height at left side of the Fire 
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The analysis of the smoke height on the right side of the fire (where the smoke is pushed) is divided in two graphs, 

in order to make more clear the visualization of the results.  Graph 63 contains the height of the smoke layer at 

three different positions on the right side of the tunnel closer to the fire location. The Graph 64 presents the 

information of four different positions on the right side of the fire location, closer to the right tunnel portal. 

In Graph 63, it is possible to see the oscillating behaviour of the smoke layer height, which starts to increase the 

thickness gradually from the second 10 until the 80-100 seconds. Thus, the smoke layer height can vary between 

1.6m and 0.4m of height. In Graph 64, there is also smoke height oscillation which varies between 1.2m and 0.4m. 

The smoke layer thickness start to increase from the second 10 until the second 50-60. In both graph, it is possible 

to see the influence of the water droplets as a cooling bodies. The nozzles system starts to discharge water at the 

second 180 until the end of the simulation. In both graphs, it is possible to see how the height of the thickness of 

the smoke layer starts to decrease. 

 
Graph 63: Smoke Layer Height right side of the Fire 

 
Graph 64: Smoke Layer Height right side of the Fire 
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In Graph 65 is presented the information of the water flux distribution at the tunnel floor under the activated nozzles. 

Each graph line represents the rows of measurement under the nozzle`s rows. The time of sampling for this graph 

correspond to the measure from the second 180 until the second 200. 

The highest values of water flux distribution are presented between the 24m and 26m along the tunnel. The 

parabolic shape of the measures of the water flux is not much deviated to each other and they are not similar. The 

interaction of the longitudinal ventilation system and the water droplet discharged generate this non uniform shape 

of water flux at the ground.  

 
Graph 65: Water Flux Distribution at Ground of Tunnel 

Figure 114 contain the colour plot of the water flux at the tunnel floor, where it is also possible to see the deformed 

shape of the distribution.  

In Figure 115 it is possible to see then how the droplets are being pushed in to the exit portal of the tunnel due to 

the velocity of the air. The droplets trajectories are strongly deviated by the momentum of the air injected; therefore, 

the droplets discharged at the beginning of the system, they will reach the ground turning to the right side. Thus, 

the rest of the droplets are also being pushed, and therefore, the droplets of the last devices will even travel directly 

to the tunnel portal, without reaching the ground of the tunnel. 

 
Figure 114: Water Flux Distribution at Ground of Tunnel 
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Figure 115: Particles in the domain 

The Graph 60 contains the information on the heat absorbed by all the droplets presented in the computational 

domain. It is possible to see that the injection time starts at the second 180 until the end of the simulation, where 

the heat is taken from the hot smoke in the domain. The maximum peak of heat absorbed is produced just after the 

discharge of the water (183 seconds) and then the absorption starts to decrease gradually.  

 
Graph 66: Heat Absorbed by the Water Droplets in the Computational Domain 
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Model 3C1 

Figure 116 contains the velocity results in the longitudinal slice of the tunnel. The top figure contains the velocity 

behaviour without the operation of the water nozzles, while the image in the middle presents the results of the 

nozzle operation. The bottom figure corresponds to a zoom of the results of the nozzles operation.  

Through the vector representation of the results, it is possible to see the interaction between the water discharged 

and the longitudinal ventilation. Thus, the velocity of the droplets and the trajectory exerted by the nozzles is strongly 

deviated and modified by the air flowing across the tunnel. 

 
Figure 116: Velocity Slice and Vectors between Droplets and Ventilation Interaction 

As it is plotted in Figure 117, it is possible to see how the particle trajectories are deviated due to the longitudinal 

ventilation. The further the droplets discharged by the nozzles, the more deviated the water droplets are.  

It is also possible to see that the vertical velocity is plotted in Figure 117, where the closer nozzle to the fire is more 

affected by the longitudinal ventilation, and the rest of the nozzles can still exert water particles with a higher vertical 

velocity.  
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Figure 117: Particles Water Droplets affected by the Ventilation 

On top of the image in Figure 118 presents the longitudinal temperature profile just before the nozzles operation, 

while the image in the bottom presents the longitudinal temperature profile after the nozzles operation. It is possible 

to see the cooling effect of the water droplets in the smoke layer which are affecting the smoke layer thickness. 

 
Figure 118: Temperature Slice of Interaction between Droplets and Ventilation Interaction 

 

 

Graph 67 contains the mean temperature profile across the tunnel located at different positions. The highest value 

of temperature is presented in the closest position to the fire, while the measures at 22m and 26m show the 
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meantime results under the nozzles location. The measurement placed at 26m show a different behaviour in 

comparison with the other three measures. Here, it is possible to notice a higher temperature value, which in others 

words maintain the smoke layer lower and thicker. 

 
Graph 67: Mean Tunnel Temperature 

The height of the smoke layer at the left side of the tunnel is presented in Graph 68. The different locations of the 

measurements show the information of the height behaviour of the smoke, and the closest location to the fire is the 

region which keeps the smoke for a longer time. On the other hand, due the action of the longitudinal ventilation, 

the places closest to the air inlet area are smoke free, earlier than reaching closer to the fire, due to the back 

layering phenomena generated. 

 
Graph 68: Smoke Layer Height at left side of the Fire 

The analysis of the smoke height on the right side of the fire (where the smoke is pushed) is divided in two graphs, 

in order to provide a clearer visualization of the results. The Graph 69 contains the height of the smoke layer at 
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three different positions on the right side of the tunnel closer to the fire location. Graph 70 presents the information 

of four different positions on the right side of the fire location, closer to the right tunnel portal. 

In Graph 69, it is possible to see the oscillating behaviour of the smoke layer height, which starts to increase the 

thickness gradually from the second 10 until the 80-100 seconds. Thus, the smoke layer height can vary between 

1.6m and 0.4m height. In Graph 70, there is also smoke height oscillation which varies between 1.2m and 0.4m. 

The smoke layer thickness starts to increase from the second 10 until the second 50-60. In both graphs it is possible 

to see the influence of the water droplets as cooling bodies. The nozzles system starts to discharge water at the 

second 180 until the end of the simulation. In this part, both graphs show that the height of the thickness of the 

smoke layer starts to decrease. 

 
Graph 69: Smoke Layer Height right side of the Fire 

 
Graph 70: Smoke Layer Height right side of the Fire 

In Graph 71 the information of the water flux distribution at the tunnel floor under the activated nozzles is presented. 

Each graph line represents the rows of measurement under the rows of nozzles. The time of sampling for this graph 

corresponds to the measure from the second 180 until the second 200. 
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The highest values of water flux distribution are presented at the position of 25m along the tunnel. The parabolic 

shape of the measures of the water flux is not so much deviated to each other and they are not similar due to the 

flow interacting with the droplets which is not laminar. Therefore, the interaction of the longitudinal ventilation system 

and the water droplet discharged generate this non uniform shape of water flux at the ground. 

 
Graph 71: Water Flux Distribution at Ground of Tunnel 

Figure 119 contains the colour plot of the water flux at the tunnel floor. Here, it is also possible to see the deformed 

shape of the distribution. 

In Figure 120, it is possible to see how the droplets are being pushed in to the exit portal of the tunnel due to the 

velocity of the air. The droplets trajectories are strongly deviated by the momentum of the air injected, therefore the 

droplets discharged at the beginning of the system will reach the ground turning to the right side. Thus, the rest of 

the droplets are also being pushed, and therefore, the droplets of the last devices will even travel directly to the 

tunnel portal, without reaching the ground of the tunnel. 

 
Figure 119: Water Flux Distribution at Ground of Tunnel 

 
Figure 120: Particles in the domain 
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The Graph 72 contains the information on the heat absorbed by all the droplets presented in the computational 

domain. It is possible to see then that the injection time starts at the second 180 until the end of the simulation, 

where the heat is taken from the hot smoke in the domain. The maximum peak of heat absorbed is produced just 

after the discharge of the water (183 seconds) and then the absorption starts to decrease gradually.  

 
Graph 72: Heat Absorbed by the Water Droplets in the Computational Domain 
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Model 1C3 

Figure 126 contains the velocity results in the longitudinal slice of the tunnel. The top figure contains the velocity 

behaviour without the operation of the water nozzles, while the bottom figure corresponds to a zoom of the results 

of the nozzles operation.  

Through the vector representation of the results at the middle of the tunnel, it is possible to see that there is no 

interaction of the longitudinal air flowing and the droplets in the middle of the tunnel. Therefore, the interaction is 

generated just under the nozzles and the images have been taken from the middle of the tunnel, where there is not 

water discharged. In others words, the central flow behaviour is not affected by the discharge of the water of the 

surrounded nozzles. 

 
Figure 121: Velocity Slice and Vectors between Droplets and Ventilation Interaction 

As it is plotted and drawing in Figure 122, it is possible to see how the particle trajectories are deviated due to the 

longitudinal ventilation. The further the droplets discharged by the nozzles, the more deviated the water droplets 

are. 

Also, it is possible to see that there is no a vertical velocity in Figure 122. Due to that, the measurement has been 

taken in the middle of the tunnel, and therefore, both rows of nozzles which are discharging water; they are not 

affecting the central velocity behaviour. 
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Figure 122: Particles Water Droplets affected by the Ventilation 

On top of the image in Figure 123 presents the longitudinal temperature profile just before the nozzles operation, 

while the image in the bottom presents the longitudinal temperature profile after the nozzles operation. It is possible 

to see the cooling effect of the water droplets in the smoke layer which are affecting the smoke layer thickness. 

 
Figure 123: Temperature Slice of Interaction between Droplets and Ventilation Interaction 

Graph 73 contains the mean temperature profile across the tunnel located at different positions. The highest value 

of temperature is presented in the closest position to the fire, while the measures at 22m and 26m show the 

meantime results under the nozzles location. The measurement placed at 26m show a different behaviour in 

comparison with the other three measures: consequently, it is possible to notice a higher temperature value, which, 

in others words, maintain the smoke layer lower and thicker. 
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Graph 73: Mean Tunnel Temperature 

The height of the smoke layer on the left side of the tunnel is presented in Graph 74. The different locations of the 

measurements show the information of the height behaviour of the smoke and the closest location to the fire is the 

region which keeps the smoke for a longer time. On the other hand, due the action of the longitudinal ventilation, 

the places closest to the air inlet area are smoke free, earlier than reaching closer to the fire, due the back layering 

phenomena generated. 

 
Graph 74: Smoke Layer Height at left side of the Fire 

The analysis of the smoke height on the right side of the fire (where the smoke is pushed) is divided in two graphs 

in order to provide clearer visualization of the results.  

Graph 75 contains the height of the smoke layer at three different positions on the right side of the tunnel closer to 

the fire location. Graph 76 presents the information of four different positions on the right side of the fire location, 

closer to the right tunnel portal. 
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In Graph 75, it is possible to see the oscillating behaviour of the smoke layer height, which starts to increase the 

thickness gradually from the second 10 until the 80-100 seconds. Thus, the smoke layer height can vary between 

1.6m and 0.4m of height. In Graph 76 there is also smoke height oscillation which varies between 1.2m and 0.4m. 

The smoke layer thickness starts to increase from the second 10 until the second 50-60. In both graphs, it is 

possible to see the influence of the water droplets as cooling bodies. The nozzles system starts to discharge water 

at the second 180 until the end of the simulation. In this part, both graphs show the height of the thickness of the 

smoke layer which starts to decrease. 

 
Graph 75: Smoke Layer Height right side of the Fire 

 

 
Graph 76: Smoke Layer Height right side of the Fire 
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In Graph 77 is presented the information of the water flux distribution at the tunnel floor under the activated nozzles. 

Each graph line represents the rows of measurement under the rows of nozzles. The time of sampling for this graph 

corresponds to the measure from the second 180 until the second 200. 

The highest values of water flux distribution are presented in the 24m along the tunnel. The parabolic shape of the 

measures of the water flux is not so much deviated to each other and they are not similar. It is important to notice 

that the orange line in Graph 77 has almost a value of 0; therefore, there is not an interaction of the water discharged 

by the rows of nozzles next to the tunnel wall and the central part of the tunnel. The interaction of the longitudinal 

ventilation system and the water droplet discharged generate this non uniform shape of water flux on the ground.  

 
Graph 77: Water Flux Distribution at Ground of Tunnel 

Figure 124 contains the colour plot of the water flux at the tunnel floor where it is also possible to see the deformed 

shape of the distribution.  

In Figure 125, it is possible to see how the droplets are being pushed in to the exit portal of the tunnel due to the 

velocity of the air. The droplets trajectories are strongly deviated by the momentum of the air injected; therefore, 

the droplets discharged at the beginning of the system will reach the ground turning to the right side. Thus, the rest 

of the droplets are also being pushed, and therefore, the droplets of the last devices will even travel directly to the 

tunnel portal, without reaching the ground of the tunnel 

 
Figure 124: Water Flux Distribution at Ground of Tunnel 
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Figure 125: Particles in the domain 

Graph 78 contains the information on the heat absorbed by all the droplets presented in the computational domain. 

It is possible to see that the injection time starts at the second 180 until the end of the simulation, where the heat 

is taken from the hot smoke in the domain. The maximum peak of heat absorbed is produced just after the discharge 

of the water (183 seconds) and then the absorption starts to decrease gradually.  

 
Graph 78: Heat Absorbed by the Water Droplets in the Computational Domain 
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Model 1C4 

Figure 126 contains the velocity results in the longitudinal slice of the tunnel. The top figure contains the velocity 

behaviour without the operation of the water nozzles, while the image in the middle, presents the results of the 

nozzle operation. The bottom figure corresponds to a zoom of the results of the nozzles operation.  

Through the vector representation of the results is possible to see the interaction between the water discharged 

and the longitudinal ventilation. Thus, the velocity of the droplets and the trajectory exerted by the nozzles is strongly 

deviated and modified by the air flowing across the tunnel. 

 
Figure 126: Velocity Slice and Vectors between Droplets and Ventilation Interaction 

As it is plotted and drawing in the Figure 127, it is possible to see how the particle trajectories are deviated due to 

the longitudinal ventilation. The further the droplets discharged by the nozzles, the more deviated the water droplets 

are.  

It is also possible to see that the vertical velocity is plotted in Figure 127, where the closer nozzle to the fire is more 

affected by the longitudinal ventilation, and the rest of the nozzles, can still exert water particles with a higher 

vertical velocity.  
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Figure 127: Particles Water Droplets affected by the Ventilation 

On top of the image in Figure 128 presents the longitudinal temperature profile just before the nozzles operation, 

while the image in the bottom presents the longitudinal temperature profile after the nozzles operation. It is possible 

to see the cooling effect of the water droplets in the smoke layer which are affecting the smoke layer thickness. 

 
Figure 128: Temperature Slice of Interaction between Droplets and Ventilation Interaction 
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Graph 79 contains the mean temperature profile across the tunnel located at different positions. The highest value 

of temperature is presented in closest position to the fire, while the measures at 22m and 26m show the meantime 

results under the nozzles location. The measurement placed at 26m show a different behaviour in comparison with 

the other three measures, where it is possible to recognize a higher temperature value, which in others words, 

maintain the smoke layer lower and thicker. 

 
Graph 79: Mean Tunnel Temperature 

The height of the smoke layer at the left side of the tunnel is presented in the Graph 80. The different locations of 

the measurements show the information of the height behaviour of the smoke and the closest location to the fire is 

the region which keeps the smoke longer time. On the other hand, due the action of the longitudinal ventilation, the 

places closest to the air inlet area are smoke free, earlier than reaching closer to the fire, due the back layering 

phenomena generated. 

 
Graph 80: Smoke Layer Height at left side of the Fire 
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The analysis of the smoke height on the right side of the fire (where the smoke is pushed) is divided in two graphs, 

in order to provide a clearer visualization of the results.  

Graph 81 contains the height of the smoke layer at three different positions on the right side of the tunnel closer to 

the fire location. Graph 82 presents the information of four different positions on the right side of the fire location, 

closer to the right tunnel portal. 

In Graph 81 it is possible to see the oscillating behaviour of the smoke layer height, which start to increase the 

thickness gradually from the second 10 until the 80-100 seconds. Thus, the smoke layer height can vary between 

1.5m and 0.4m of height. In Graph 82, there is also smoke height oscillation which varies between 1.2m and 0.4m. 

The smoke layer thickness starts to increase from the second 10 until the second 50-60. In both graphs, it is 

possible to see the influence of the water droplets as cooling bodies. The nozzles system starts to discharge water 

at the second 180 until the end of the simulation. In this part, both graphs show the height of the thickness of the 

smoke layer that starts to decrease. 

 
Graph 81: Smoke Layer Height right side of the Fire 

 
Graph 82: Smoke Layer Height right side of the Fire 
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In Graph 83 is presented the information of the water flux distribution at the tunnel floor under the activated nozzles. 

Each graph line represents the rows of measurement under the rows of nozzles. The time of sampling for this graph 

corresponds to the measure from the second 180 until the second 200. 

The highest values of water flux distribution is presented just in the middle of the tunnel from the position of 24m 

until 28m along the tunnel. It is possible to see that the water distribution is presented in the middle of the tunnel, 

while the sides closer to the walls are not receiving water from the system. 

 

Graph 83: Water Flux Distribution at Ground of Tunnel 

Figure 129 contains the colour plot of the water flux at the tunnel floor, where it is also possible to see the deformed 

shape of the distribution. 

In Figure 130, it is possible to see how the droplets are being pushed in to the exit portal of the tunnel due to the 

velocity of the air. The droplets trajectories are strongly deviated by the momentum of the air injected, therefore the 

droplets discharged at the beginning of the system will reach the ground turning to the right side. Thus, the rest of 

the droplets are also being pushed, and therefore, the droplets of the last devices will travel directly to the tunnel 

portal, without reaching the ground of the tunnel. 

 
Figure 129: Water Flux Distribution at Ground of Tunnel 
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Figure 130: Particles in the domain 

Graph 84 contains the information on the heat absorbed by all the droplets presented in the computational domain. 

As it is possible to see, the injection time starts at the second 180 until the end of the simulation, where the heat is 

taken from the hot smoke in the domain. The maximum peak of heat absorbed is produced just after the discharge 

of the water (183 seconds) and then the absorption stays almost constant.  

 
Graph 84: Heat Absorbed by the Water Droplets in the Computational Domain 
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